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MSS Greek MSS or Codex of the New Testament written in capital letters. Also called

"majuscules" and "uncials".
MS/ms A single uncial or cursive manuscript.

MT Masoretic Text, the God given Hebrew Old Testament

NASV New American Standard Version (Bible) - also shortened to NAS
Nestle26 The 26th edition of Nestle's Greek N.T. (same as Nestle-Aland26 or Aland-Nestle26)
n.d. no date
NIV New International Version
n.p. no place; no publisher
N.T. New Testament
op. cit. opere citato – Latin for "in the work previously cited"
O.T. Old Testament
p., pp. page(s)
q.v. quod vide - which see (that is, see the preceding item)
rev. revision; revised; revised; reviewed by
rpt. reprint; reprinted

[sic] so, thus

TR Textus Receptus - the "Received Text". The Providentially preserved God given Greek N.T.
Synonymous, for practical purposes, with "Traditional Text", "Syrian Text",
"Byzantine", and "majority text" - although this is a simplification.

trans. translated by; translator; translation

T.T. Traditional Text - a text representing the "vast majority of authorities"

UBS3 United Bible Society, 3rd edition of its Greek N.T.

Vid. supra Vide supra - see above; previous pages or materials in the book one is reading.
viz. videlicet - namely
vol., vols. volume(s)
vs., vv. verse(s)
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PREFACE

As in the case of the first writing (Which Version is the Bible?), it was not the author's intent to
produce a book or even a manuscript on the subject of the Septuagint. After years of study, materials
had been assembled from numerous sources and places. That which began to take shape was a
somewhat orderly assimilation of "private notes". These consisted of that which was regarded as the
most pertinent information relevant to the question of textual criticism and Bible faithfulness,
especially with reference to the role the LXX played in those matters. The only intent was to become
better informed.

The next phase consisted of typing the assimilated data into the computer's word processor for
permanent storage. This, of course, conferred the ability to add, rearrange, as well as make
subsequent referral and retrieval expedient. This was important in order to facilitate locating
essential material as, with the passing of time, it becomes easy to forget and/or misplace sources.
Eventually, this loose information base evolved into a somewhat organized manuscript.

Discussions on the matter with friends and acquaintances resulted in many of them requesting copies
of my material, such as it was, so that they could further reflect on the subject and examine for
themselves the resources I had gleaned from and studied. This prompted me to "clean" the notes up
and make them a little more presentable (yet remaining in a somewhat unfinished rough form) so that
upon request, copies of these personal notes could be sent out directly from the computer. However,
it soon became apparent that this would not suffice for the material began to circulate beyond the
realm of my familiars and the rather crude incomplete manner with which the footnotes had been left
began to become an embarrassment.

Again, as no publication was to be the result of this endeavor, formal documentation with regard to
footnotes, references, etc. was not always cited or complete. After all, the research had originally been
intended merely for the benefit of the author. Thus, a more vigorous manuscript had suddenly become
a necessity. To add to my discomfort, at the time this problem came to my attention I was deeply
immersed in the preparation of a second doctoral dissertation and was thus unable to give immediate
attention to the "Septuagint papers". Upon completion of the treatise, the author was able to again
turn his attention to the LXX and the third edition is the result of that return.

Appreciation by the author is herewith gratefully expressed to the many on both sides of the issue
from whom I have gleaned, compiled, and adapted information. The author trusts that if there
remains any oversight in the acknowledgment of sources, such will be forgiven and accepted as being
neither intentional nor with malice. It is hoped that the unsuspecting church may, in at least some
small measure, be alerted by the effort contained herein to that which has been afoot within the camp.
For most, the resulting discoveries and conclusion will be startling.

Floyd Nolen Jones
December, 1994
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And it is easier for heaven and earth to pass,
than one tittle of the law to fail.

Luke 16:17

The grass withereth, the flower fadeth:
but the word of our God

shall stand for ever.

Isaiah 40:8
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The History of the LXX
Chapter 1

I. THE HISTORY OF THE LXX

THE SEPTUAGINT (LXX)

The Septuagint (LXX) is a very old translation of the Hebrew Scriptures (our Old Testament) into Hellenistic Greek. This
statement alone is almost the only hard fact concerning this translation that is truly verifiable.

In perusing the literature, the typical definition offered for the Septuagint  is that it was an "authorized" Greek translation
of the Old Testament prepared in Alexandria, Egypt around 285-250 B.C. The enterprise is said to have been
accomplished by 72 Jewish scholars at the request of Ptolemy II Philadelphus or possibly begun during the reign of his
father, Ptolemy Soter.

Very serious and far reaching ramifications immediately follow this seemingly innocuous description – namely, the
ensuing assumption (1) and the conclusions that proceed (2 & 3):1

1.

There was a complete Greek translation of the Old Testament before the time of Christ Jesus.

2.
This was the "Bible" actually used by the Lord Jesus and the Apostles.

3. Since this translation has the books of the Apocrypha interwoven into its fabric, its use by Jesus and the
Apostles infers their endorsement of the Apocrypha.

Thus, we see that the issue before us is threefold. First, the paramount question is not whether there was a very old Greek
version of the Old Testament, but was it made prior to the time of Christ and the Apostles? Second, even if this should
be true, did Christ Jesus and the Apostles actually use and/or quote from the Greek version at times in preference to the
Hebrew Bible? Third, the crux of the matter is not whether we have extant ancient Greek witnesses to the Old Testament
text, but rather – do they represent an accurate B.C. translation of the original Hebrew text?

In addition, modern scholars inform us that there are three (some say four) families of Old Testament manuscripts. Most
believe that all three must be compared in order to arrive at the original text. The three are the Hebrew Masoretic Text,
the Samaritan Pentateuch, and the Septuagint. All text critics feel that the LXX contains readings that have been lost or
corrupted in the Hebrew Scriptures. Subsequently, these men hold that the Septuagint may be used in determined places
to "correct and restore" these adulterated readings. The late Dr. Ira M. Price is representative with regard to modern
scholarship’s position in Old Testament textual criticism when he states:2

"... there are extant manuscripts of this version (the Septuagint) much older than any document of Biblical

Hebrew that we possess, except a few fragments and the Isaiah scroll; and comparison of the age of the great
manuscripts of the two traditions gives an advantage to the Greek of six or, perhaps we should say, of eight
centuries. This fact makes the Septuagint of high importance for the study of the early text of the Hebrew Old
Testament."

Farther along Dr. Price continues this line of thought:1

"Study of the Septuagint and the use of it as a tool for recovery of the original text of the Hebrew
Bible have thus taken a great step forward. ... advances in our knowledge of the Septuagint are
to be welcomed as important contributions to a better understanding of the Bible. (emphasis
added by FNJ)

These two citations by Price are typical of that which abounds in the literature and serves to illustrate
the important position which the LXX has attained in textual critical circles. For example, the prestigious
International Standard Bible Encyclopaedia relates that:2

1  Peter S. Ruckman, The Christian's Handbook of Manuscript Evidence, (Pensacola, FL: Pensacola Bible Press, 1976),
p. 40. Dr. Ruckman is often polemic and direct; yet he is also often correct, incisive, and deserves consideration.

2  Ira M. Price, Ancestry of Our English Bible, 3rd ed., rev., (New York: Harper & Bros., 1956, orig. pub. 1906), p. 55.
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The History of the LXX Chapter 1

"Its (the LXX) chief value lies in the fact that it is a version of a Hebrew text earlier by about a
millennium than the earliest dated Hebrew manuscript extant (916 AD), a version, in particular,
prior to the formal rabbinical revision of the Hebrew which took place early in the 2nd century
AD. It supplies the materials for the reconstruction of an older form of the Hebrew than the MT
(Masoretic Text) reproduced in our modern Bibles. ... The main value of the LXX is its witness
to an older Hebrew text than our own. But before we can reconstruct this Hebrew text we need
to have a pure Greek text before us, and this we are at present far from possessing".

The alert reader may correctly ascertain from the above quotes that the vast majority of modern
academia does not consider the "Hebrew" Bible and the Old Testament portion of our "Holy" Bible to be
one and the same entity. Indeed, many laymen as well as numerous pastors may well have been
surprised to "learn" that the original text of God’s Word has been lost and was in need of "recovery".

Moreover, the last portion of Price's second citation is truth reversed. The Septuagint does not add to our
understanding of the Bible. Rather, as the Bible is the only written source of God's revelation to man, it
is the "advances in our knowledge" of Scripture that give wisdom and better understanding concerning
– not merely the LXX – all written materials, philosophies, etc. But – we wonder – is such veneration of
the Septuagint by academia justified? As best we can, we shall examine the evidence to see whether these
things be so.

PROBLEMS AT THE ONSET

The history of the origin of the Septuagint is embellished with many diverse fables, hence its actual
derivation is still being debated. As to hard provable facts, little is known. To illustrate, as we peruse the
"Introduction" of the Zondervan version of the LXX we find:3

"The history of the origin ... embellished with various fables ... Little is known with accuracy on
this subject ... we possess no information whatsoever as to the time or place of their execution ...
it has recently been inferred (p. i) ... the basis of truth which appears to be under this story
seems to be that ... some have thus supposed that the translation was made by Alexandrian
Jews ... the most reasonable conclusion is . .." (p. ii, emphasis added)

Besides these we typically encounter:

1 Price, Ancestry of Our English Bible, op. cit., p. 82. Even conservatives fall into this snare; see
McClintock and Strong, Cyclopedia of Biblical Theological & Ecclesiastical Literature, Vol. IX, (Grand
Rapids, MI: Baker Book House, 1867), p. 545.

2 The International Standard Bible Encyclopaedia (hereafter ISBE), James Orr (gen. ed.), Vol. IV,
(Chicago, IL: The Howard-Severance Co. Pub., 1937), pp. 2722 and 2724.

3 The Septuagint Version of the Old Testament, with an English Translation, (Grand Rapids, MI:
Zondervan Pub. House, 1974), Introduction pp. i - ii.
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"It is a good story – even if it doesn't have a word of truth in it ... it is highly probable ... the
Aristeas story is rendered still more dubious by a consideration of the apparent origins ... It has
been hotly debated whether or not there was a single original Greek translation ... the Old
Testament was not all translated in the time of Ptolemy Philadelphus ... we cannot be sure that
it was completed by the
beginning of the first century B.C. ... The Prologue to the Book of Ecclesiasticus implies that the ..."1

THE ORIGINS OF THE SEPTUAGINT

There exist five sources as to the authenticity and origin of a pre-Christian Greek version of the Hebrew
Scriptures. We shall now call each to step forward to give his testimony in order that we can render an
accurate and factual decision.

1.
The earliest writer mentioning a Greek Old Testament is Aristobulus, a Jewish priest who wrote a

commentary on the Law. Fragments of this have been preserved by Eusebius2 of Caesarea (Praep.
Ev., VIII. x and XIII. xii). Aristobulus lived around the beginning of the second century B.C. He
records that the Law was translated into Greek from the Hebrew under the reign of Ptolemy II
Philadelphus and that one Demetrius Phalereus had been employed in bringing about its production.
Eusebius (260-339 A.D.) maintains that Aristobulus was actually one of the "seventy" translators.3

Nevertheless, the eclectic character of the work has made doubtful the authenticity of its authorship.

Indeed, Aristobulus was dependent on Aristeas (see numbered paragraph 2 following) and motivated
by the desire to prove that Plato, and even Homer, had borrowed from the Bible.4

2.

A letter, purporting to be written by a certain Aristeas to his brother Philocrates during the reign

of Ptolemy II Philadelphus (285-246 B.C.), relates how Philadelphus, persuaded by his librarian
(Demetrius of Phalerum) to obtain a translation of the Hebrew Scriptures for his royal library,
appealed to the high priest at Jerusalem.

1 Price, Ancestry of Our English Bible, op. cit., pp. 52-53.

2 Eusebius, a great historian who wrote probably the best history of the early church, was Arian in
doctrine. In the year 325 A.D., the Nicean Council was called to put down and settle the Arian heresy.
Arius believed that Jesus was not God come in the flesh - that He was only a created being - and not
God with a capital "G". To him, Jesus was more than a man but not quite God. Eusebius was an
unregenerate religious man and a friend of Arius. Under great pressure from the orthodox Bishops at
the Council, Constantine and Eusebius "took a more conciliatory view" concerning the deity of the Lord
Jesus Christ. In other words, they would no longer go all the way to Arianism, but they would not
completely deny it either. This simply cannot be done with Jesus. One cannot straddle the fence and
merely take a "conciliatory point of view" about the Christ.

The fundamental issue as to whether one is a Christian or not is "Who is Jesus to you?" If a person does
not believe unto the committing of his life that Jesus is God (Jehovah) come in the flesh to die for the
sins of the world, that He was raised from the dead on the third day to make the blood atonement for
mankind's sins, that person is not a Christian. This is the Biblical definition of a Christian. It is not
someone who has been merely water baptized, confirmed, or has his name on a membership roll.

Arius did not relent and was banished. However, five years later Constantine allowed him to return.
Constantine and Eusebius, like Arius, did not hold to the doctrine of "Consubstantiation" - that Jesus
and God the Father were of one essence.

3 Eusebius of Caesarea, Ecclesiastical History, (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Book House, 1977), Book VII,
ch. 32, p. 313. Eleazar supposedly responded by sending seventy-two elders (six from each of the twelve
tribes) to Alexandria with an official copy of the Law. There, in seventy-two days, they made a
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The History of the LXX Chapter 1

translation which was read before the Jewish community amid great applause. It was then presented
to the king. From the number of the translators it became known (albeit somewhat inaccurately) as the
Septuagint - or the seventy.

4 D.W. Gooding, The New Bible Dictionary, J.D. Douglas (gen. ed.), (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans
Pub. Co., 1962), (Texts-Versions), p. 1258.
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The letter of Aristeas is preserved in the highly spurious non-canonical collection of fiction called
"The Forgotten Books of Eden."1 This letter is the principal source of information concerning the
origin of the Septuagint.

1 It is preserved in the supposedly Lost Books of the Bible, (Cleveland, OH: World Publishing
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Co., 1926), pp. 141-176.
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According to this letter, Ptolemy, desiring to collect a copy of "all the books in the world", offered in
trade the freedom of 100,000 Jewish captives in exchange for a Greek translation of the Jewish
Laws.1 Aristeas claimed to be a Greek court official of Ptolemy's.2 Further, that he was among those
sent as an embassy by Demetrius requesting Eleazar, the high priest, to send a company of the best
scholars of Israel bearing an official copy of the Law to Alexandria for the purpose of preparing that
translation of the Hebrew Scriptures.

The same story is told with variations by Josephus, but later writers embellish it with miraculous details.
After reading through these accounts, one is distinctly left with the impression that, rather than the
miraculous, he is enmeshed in legend, fable and myth. For example, some assert that the translators
were shut into separate cells and, by divine inspiration, wrote their versions exactly alike, word for word.
We scan these later writings and are "informed" that the 72 translators completed the entire undertaking
in 72 days, etc.3

Others speculate that the LXX was primarily prepared for the benefit of a large population of
Greek-speaking Jews living in and around Alexandria, Egypt. Yet, it is unlikely that in a space of
approximately 35 years the Jews of Alexandria would have found such a translation needful or desirable.
It is noteworthy that we find no vestige of any versions having been made by the Jews into the languages
of other countries – countries in which they had settled for much longer periods than in Alexandria.

3.

The third witness most often referred to is that of the prologue of the Apocryphal non-canonical book

"Jesus, the Son of Sirach." Purportedly written 130 B.C., this work, is often cited as referring to a
Greek version that existed in his day. However, Jesus – "Son of Sirach" – was merely translating his
grandfather's work, and this work was not written in Greek but He brew.4  What he said was "...
the same things expressed in Hebrew have not an equal force when translated into another language.
Not only so, but even the Law and the prophecies and the rest of the books differ not a little as to the
things said in them."5

It can be seen that the first statement made no reference whatsoever to the Greek language.
Furthermore, the second statement says nothing about a translation but refers only to what the Hebrew
books said. Jesus, the Son of Sirach, said nothing whatever in the preceding quote about the Law and
the Prophecies existing in a Greek Old Testament. Having undertaken to translate his grandfather's
work from Hebrew to Greek, he was merely speaking of his own difficulties in translating. Thus Jesus'
(the Son of Sirach) citation to the "Law and the Prophecies" had no relation to any Greek Bible.

4.
Another name mentioned as having used a B.C. LXX is Philo (c.20 B.C. – c.A.D. 50) of Alexandria.

A Jewish Gnostic and philosophical mystic, Philo lived during the reign of Caligula the Roman
Emperor. It was the same period in which the Apostles were fruitfully engaged in the preaching of
the Gospel. In his Life of Moses, he states that up unto that time a yearly feast was kept in memory
of the Scriptures having been translated into Greek by the seventy-two

1 These data are also recorded by Flavius Josephus in Antiquities of the Jews, XII, 2, 1-5.

2 H. St. John Thackeray, The Letter of Aristeas: Translations of Early Documents, (London, Eng:
Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1918), p. vii.

3 Henry B. Swete, An Introduction to the Old Testament in Greek, (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson Pub.,
1989 rpt of 1914 orig.), p. 316; Price, Ancestry of Our English Bible, op. cit., p. 52.

4 Henry Harman, Introduction to the Study of the Holy Scriptures, (New York: Phillips and
Hunt Pub., 1882), p. 46. 5 The Septuagint Version of the Old Testament, with an English
Translation, Zondervan, op. cit., Introduction, p. iii.
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interpreters.1 He also intimates that the interpreters were "inspired", by stating: "They prophesied
like men possessed, not one in one way and one in another, but all producing the same words and
phrases as though some unseen prompter were at the ears of each".2

Some have suggested that Philo is possibly the author of The letter of Aristeas.3  Even if this were
untrue, the possibility exists that Philo's only real knowledge of the Septuagint is the result of his
having read Aristeas.4  The fact is that there are no actual quotes contained in his work that are cited
from a Greek translation of the Old Testament.

5. Lastly, the Jewish Historian Josephus (A.D. 37-100?) is often cited as having used the Septuagint.
However no quotes of his having done so are ever offered to certify such a claim. A member of the
Pharisee sect from age 19 until the end of his life, Josephus corroborates the story as related by
Aristeas with only slight variations.5 It is generally agreed that almost certainly, he had access to the
letter.6 Thus, Josephus is not an actual proven independent source. Moreover, no real evidence exists
demonstrating that he ever used or even saw a Septuagint.

Presumably, only the first five books (The Law or the Pentateuch) were initially translated. This is said
to be the "original" Septuagint. The remaining books were supposedly translated piecemeal later.
Subsequently the name "Septuagint" was extended and expanded to cover all of these translations.
Significantly, the apocryphal books are found interspersed throughout the canonical books in the LXX.

THE TESTIMONY OF THE "STAR WITNESS" – FALLACIOUS!

In The Letter to Aristeas, the Egyptian king banqueted the seventy two for seven days. During this
interval, he put questions to each of them to supposedly test their proficiency and skill for the task at
hand. Extraordinarily, not one question or answer in the entire lengthy dialogue was related to the
differences in Greek and Hebrew idioms, verb tenses, writing styles of the various Hebrew authors, or
to the divine nature of the Hebrew writings, Scriptural preservation, Biblical translating or Biblical
languages. The questions related to such things as politics, military affairs, and kings' reigns – with
emphasis on Athenian Greek Philosophy. Yet strangely we read that three days later, Ptolemy II
Philadelphus granted them permission to translate the Old Testament into Greek for his library, being
somehow assured of their competency in Biblical scholarship. Does this ring likely or logical?

Moreover, Aristeas' letter belongs to the 2nd century B.C.7 That is, it is not authentic – it was written
about 150 or more years after the supposed time that the LXX was translated. Further, many hold that
the writer of Aristeas was probably not a Gentile, but a Jew. Regardless of nationality, he was deeply
enmeshed in pagan Greek philosophy and was certainly not a courtier in

1 Jack A. Moorman, Forever Settled, (Collingswood, NJ: Bible For Today Press., #1428, 1985), p. 12; Foy
E. Wallace, A Review of the New Versions. (Ft. Worth, TX: Noble Patterson Pub., 1973), Addenda, 4th
section, p. 35. Wallace reprints R. C. Foster's "The Battle of the Versions".

2 ISBE, op. cit., p. 2723.

3 Ruckman, The Christian's Handbook of Manuscript Evidence, op. cit., pp. 54, 186.
4 ISBE, op. cit., p. 2724.

5 Josephus, Antiquites, op. cit., xii, 2, 1-13; Antiquites, Preface 3; Against Apion, ii, 4.
6 ISBE, op. cit., p. 2724.

7 Ibid., p. 2724. The International Standard Bible Encyclopedia suggests a date around 100-80 B.C.
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the court of Ptolemy Philadelphus. Thus, Aristeas is not who he claims. He is not a first hand witness
as we were led to believe by the narrative. The writer has lied to us, and often at that.

Aristeas further blunders in naming Demetrius of Phalerum (c.345 - c.283 B.C.) as a member of the court
and keeper of Ptolemy Philadelphus’ (285-247 B.C.) library. The latter part of Demetrius’ life was spent
in the court of Ptolemy Soter, not Philadelphus. Moreover, having lost favor with Philadelphus,
Demetrius was banished by that monarch. Indeed, he was never the royal librarian.1  The author further
indicts himself when just prior to the banquet given in honor of the translators he states: "it happens to
be the anniversary of our naval victory over Antigonus."2 This is a major blunder. The writer has either
transformed a decisive defeat of the Egyptian navy at the battle of Cos (c.260 B.C.) into a victory or this
is a reference to an actual victory at Andros around B.C. 245. Regardless, both of these battles occurred
long after the c.283 decease of Demetrius.3

Such historical errors recorded in the Letter of Aristeas disclose the undeniable fact that the work is not
of the time period it claims. Moreover, an attempt to enumerate all the many obvious errors and
inaccuracies in this work would necessitate going far beyond the scope and intended purpose of the study.
Surely enough has already been said to alert the reader to the true nature of "Aristeas".

The situation before us would be analogous to the author of a novel such as "Gone With the Wind"
describing within the story another book as though it had been written several hundred years previously.
Would such a statement be esteemed as necessarily factual, scientific, or admissible as legal evidence
which would, for example, hold up in a court of Law?

The LXX version itself "speaks" to us and in so doing, bears manifest proof that it was not administered
by Jews from Israel. It was generated by Jews, or those acquainted with the Hebrew tongue, who were
of Egypt. This is demonstrated beyond all doubt by the presence of many words and conspicuous
expressions that are unmistakably Alexandrian.4 This fact alone is sufficient proof that the narrative of
Aristeas is mere fiction. Moreover, Melvin K. H. Peters apprises us that the story of the origin of the
Septuagint was "exposed as a legend as early as 1705."5

THE SCRIPTURES CONFRONT THE LXX'S "HISTORY"

Further analysis of the narrative reveals obvious confrontation and contradiction with the basic
teachings of Scripture. The story relates that six scholars were selected from each of the twelve tribes,
and that these 72 men came down to Alexandria, Egypt and produced the translation. This cannot be
true.

"For the priest's lips should keep knowledge, and they should seek the law at his mouth: for he
is the messenger of the LORD of hosts. But you are departed out of the way; you have caused
many to stumble at the law; you have corrupted the covenant of Levi, saith the LORD of Hosts."
(Mal. 2:7-8)

1 Thackeray, The Letter of Aristeas, op. cit., p. 23.
2 Ibid., p. 59.

3 Ibid., p. ix.

4 Septuagint, op. cit., Introduction, p. ii.

5 Melvin K. H. Peters, "Why Study the Septuagint?" Biblical Archaeologist, (Sept. 1986): pp. 174-181. The
claim that the Letter was the work of a contemporary of Philadelphus was demolished in 1684 by
Humphry Hody, Professor of Greek at Oxford (1698-1706) [De Bibliorum textibus originalibus,
versionibus Graecis, et Latina vulgata, Bk. IV, (Oxon. 1705)]. Also see Swete, An Introduction to the Old
Testament in Greek, op. cit., p. 15.
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What was the covenant of Levi? It was a contract in which God charged the Levites with the sole
responsibility of writing and preserving the Scriptures. Deuteronomy 31:24-25 records:

"And it came to pass, when Moses had made an end of writing the words of this law in a book,
until they were finished that Moses commanded the Levites, who bore the ark of the covenant
of the Lord, saying, Take this book of the law, and put it in the side of the ark of the covenant of
the Lord your God, that it may be there for a witness against thee"

In Israel, only the males of the Tribe of Levi could copy Scripture.1 They and they alone were entrusted
as custodians over the Holy Writ. They were selected over all other tribes on the basis of their having
chosen to follow Moses and God when the people of Israel broke the covenant of the LORD in the matter
of the golden calf idol and the orgy that accompanied its dedication (Exo. 32, esp. vs. 25-29; cp. Num. 3
and 8:5-22).

Actually, in all of Scripture no record exists whereby the Hebrews ever translated their sacred writings
into any other language. Nevertheless, we have seen that the Levites were the sole custodians over all
the affairs concerning the Writings such that if a translation were indeed required, it would undeniably
have been executed by these selfsame men. Thus, there could not have been six men from each of the
twelve tribes engaged in such an undertaking as translating the Hebrew sacred writings under the holy
sanction of God appointed authorities. The Levites would never have allowed men from the other eleven
tribes to go down to Egypt for such a purpose. The high priest, himself a member of the tribe of Levi,
would hardly authorize so blasphemous an act.

Who was given authority to copy out the Scriptures? The Levites! Thus, all the scribes in the Bible were
from the tribe of Levi. For example, the Book of Ezra records that Ezra was a "ready scribe" and that he
was a priest, hence, from the tribe of Levi (Ezra 7:6, 10-11).

Obviously then, God would never inspire such a work as described by Aristeas, Philo, Josephus, etc. for
it violates His very instructions as heretofore disclosed. Nor would the priests and Levites select or
approve men from the other eleven tribes to translate Scripture. Thus this spurious tale stands exposed
as unscriptural and, as such, falls on its face before the fire of God's Word as surely as did the statue of
Dagon (I Sam. 5:1-7).

THE QUALITY OF THE TRANSLATION2

The variety of the translators of the LXX is proved by the unequal character of the version. Some books
demonstrate that the translators simply were not competent to the task, while others exhibit, on the
whole, a careful translation. Moreover, the Greek of the LXX is not straightforward Koine3  Greek. At its
most idiomatic, it abounds with Hebraisms; at its worst it is little more than Hebrew in disguise. But
with these few reservations, the Pentateuch can be classified as fairly idiomatic and consistent, though
there are traces of its being the work of more than one translator.

1 One notable exception was the King from the tribe of Judah (Gen. 49:8-10; Psa. 78:67-71). Upon his
ascension to the throne, the King had to take the Scriptures which the Levites were protecting and
write out a copy for himself. He was to keep it with him at all times so that he could govern God's
people according to God's laws, justice, and wisdom.

God revealed this through Moses when prophesying to Israel that it would some day have a king: "And
it shall be, when he [the king] sits upon the throne of his kingdom, that he shall write him a copy of this
law in a book out of that which is before the priests the Levites: And it shall be with him, and he shall
read therein all the days of his life: that he may learn to fear the LORD his God, to keep all the words
of this law and these statutes, to do them" (Deuteronomy 17: 18-19, italics added).

2 Gooding, The New Bible Dictionary, op. cit., (Texts-Versions), pp. 1258-1261. This section relies heavily
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on Gooding.

3 ISBE, op. cit., p. 2722. Koine means "common language". It was the international form of Greek
which, since the time of Alexander the Great, replaced the old dialects. The Greek spoken today is
the lineal descendant of the Koine.
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Outside the Pentateuch some books, it seems, were divided between two translators working
simultaneously, while others were translated piecemeal at various times by different men using widely
diverse methods and vocabulary. Consequently the style varies from fairly good Koine Greek, as in part
of Joshua, to indifferent Greek, as in Chronicles, Psalms, the Minor Prophets, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and
parts of Kings. Judges, Ruth, Song of Solomon, Lamentations, and other parts of Kings are worse – being
so rigidly literal and often unintelligible.

Thus the Pentateuch is generally well done, especially as compared to the rest of the books contained
within the LXX. Still, it does occasionally paraphrase anthropomorphisms in a manner offensive to
Alexandrian Jews, disregards consistency in religious technical terms, and shows its impatience with the
repetitive technical descriptions in Exodus by mistakes, abbreviations, and wholesale omissions. Yet
comparatively few books in the LXX attain even to the standard of the Pentateuch; most are of medium
quality, some are very poor.

The Book of Isaiah shows "obvious signs of incompetence".1 As a translation, it is not only bad; it is the
most inferior book within the LXX. H.B. Swete concludes that the Psalms are but little better.2  Esther,
Job, and Proverbs are not faithful translations but merely free paraphrases. The original LXX version
of Job was much shorter than the Hebrew; it was subsequently filled in with interpretations from
Theodotion (see under "Hexapla," p. 18).

Proverbs contains material not present in the Hebrew text at all, and Hebrew sentiments are freely
altered to suit the Greek outlook. The rendering of Daniel was so much of a paraphrase that it was
replaced, perhaps within the first century A.D., by a later translation (generally attributed to Theodotion,
but differing from his principles and antedating him), and the original LXX rendering is presently to be
found in only two Greek MSS and the Syriac version. One of the translators of the book of Jeremiah
sometimes rendered Hebrew words by Greek words that conveyed similar sound but utterly dissimilar
meaning.

THE PRINCIPAL MATERIALS3

That which scholars refer to as "Septuagint papyri" are around 200 fragments of varying sizes. Most are
not of great value to the text critic. The more important are listed below. Only one has been assigned a
B.C. date; all the others were written at least 100 years after the death of Christ.

!

U. in British Museum, (600 - 750 A.D.): containing parts of Psalm 10, 18, 20-34.

!
X. Freer Greek MS V, Washington, D.C., (probably latter 3rd century): Amos 1:10-Mal.4:6.

!
905. Oxyrhyncus papyrus 656, Bodleian Library (early 3rd century A.D.): fragments of Genesis.

!
911. Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Greek fol. 66, I, II, (probably 4th cent. A.D.): much of Genesis up to

38:5.

!
919. Heidelberg LXX Papyrus I, (600 - 700 A.D.): containing parts of Zech. 4:6-Mal. 4:5.

!
952. British Museum Papyrus 2486, (early 4th century A.D.): Song of Solomon 5:12-6: 10.

!
957. John Rylands Library P. Gr 458, (2nd cent. B.C.): Deu. 23:24-24:3; 25:1-3; 26:12, 17-19,

28:31-33.

1 Swete, An Introduction to the Old Testament in Greek, op. cit., p. 316.

2 Ibid., p. 315.

3 Frederick G. Kenyon, The Text of the Greek Bible, 3rd ed. (London: Gerald Duckworth & Co. Ltd., 1975),
pp. 116 -119, (orig. pub. 1936). Kenyon (1863-1952) was an outstanding British Greek manuscript
scholar. From 1898 until 1909 he was Assistant Keeper of Manuscripts and from 1909-1930 he was
Director and Principal Librarian of the British Museum. His Handbook to the Textual Criticism of the
New Testament is still a standard textbook.
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!

961. Chester Beatty P. IV, (4th cent. A.D.): Genesis 9:1-44:22.(badly mutilated).

!
962. Chester Beatty P. V, (late 3rd cent. A.D.): Gen. 8:13-9: 1; 24:13-25:2 1; 30:24-46:33

(mutilations).

!
963. Chester Beatty P. VI, (mid 2nd cent. A.D.): portions of Numbers and Deuteronomy.

!
964. Chester Beatty P. XI, (probably 4th. cent. A.D.): 2 leaves, one incomplete of Ecclesiasticus.

!
965. Chester Beatty P. VII, (3rd. cent. A.D.): 33 fragmentary leaves of portions of Isaiah.

!
966. Chester Beatty P. VIII, (end of 2nd cent. A.D.): small fragments of 2 leaves from Jeremiah.

!
967, 968 Chester Beatty P. XI, X, (late 2nd or 3rd. cent. AD.): 29 imperfect leaves of Ezk., Dan., &

Est.

!
2013. Leipzig Papyrus 39, (late 4th cent.): Psalms.30-55 (first 5 badly mutilated).

!
2019. British Museum Papyrus 230, (late 3rd century): Psa. 11 (12):7- 14 (15):14.

!
2055. Societa Italiana 980, (late 3rd or 4th century): Psa. 143 (144):14-148:3.

!
Papyrus Frouad 266, Cairo, (2nd or 1st century B.C.): part of Deu. 31:28-32:7.

Septuagint manuscripts are quite numerous in the world's libraries. The earliest are called uncials
(block capital letters with about 12 letters to the line, also referred to as "majuscules" and designated by
"MSS") and the later, cursives (lower case flowing script, also called "minuscules" and designated by
"mss").

There are about 250 extant uncial manuscripts.1 They contain mainly small portions of the O.T. The
most important uncial manuscripts containing large portions of the Greek O.T. are:

(1)

Codex Vaticanus (B),2 c.350 A.D., the Vatican Library.

(2)
Codex Alexandrinus (A),3 c.450 A.D., British Museum, (Dr. Price says it follows Origen's

Hexapla, Ancestry, p. 59).

1 Henry S. Gehman (ed.), The New Westminster Dictionary of the Bible, (Philadelphia, PA:, The
Westminster Press, 1974), p. 664 (New Testament).

2 Vaticanus B is a Greek manuscript written on vellum containing 759 pages, each being 10% x 10%
inches. Scholars date it around 350 A.D. Its O.T. is complete except for the loss of Gen. 1:1 to 46:28; II
Sam. 2:5-7, 10-13; Psa. 106:27 to 138:6. It adds to the Bible as it includes the Old Testament Apocrypha.
It contains the Epistle of Barnabas (part of the Apocalyptic books of New Testament times) which
teaches that water baptism saves the soul, again adding to the Word of God. Beside the deletion of the
Word of God in Genesis, II Samuel and Psalms as listed above, Vaticanus B also does not include
Matthew 16:2,3; Romans 16:24 and lacks Paul's pastoral epistles (1st and 2nd Timothy, Titus and
Philemon). Also missing are Revelation as well as Hebrews 9:15 -13:25 which teach that the one
sacrifice of Jesus forever ended the sacraments. There is also a blank space left after Mark 16:8 which
would precisely accommodate verses 9-20!

Erasmus knew about Vaticanus B and its variant readings while preparing the N.T. Greek text: Marvin
R. Vincent, A History of the Textual Criticism of the New Testament (New York: MacMillian, 1899), p.
53.; F.H.A. Scrivener, A Plain Introduction to the Criticism of the New Testament, 4th ed., 2 Vols.,
Edward Miller (ed.), (London: George Bell and Sons, 1894), p. 109; Price, Ancestry of Our English Bible,
op. cit., p. 57. Because it read so differently from the vast majority of mss which he had seen, Erasmus
considered its readings to be spurious. For example, Vaticanus B leaves out "Mystery Babylon the
Great", "the seven heads that are the seven mountains upon which the harlot (the apostate religious
system that began at Babel of which the Roman church is a part) sits", and leaves out "the woman
which is that great city which reigns over the kings of the earth" which has seven mountains. All of this
is found in Revelation 17.
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3 Alexandrinus A is a manuscript often referred to in textual criticism literature. It contains a complete
O.T. except for Psa. 49:19 to 79:10. Dated as a 5th century witness, though it may be still earlier, "A"
often follows the Traditional Text in the gospels. It reads like "B" and Aleph in Acts and the epistles.
This MSS also contains the two "epistles of Clement" in which he teaches that: (1) Men are saved by
works; (2) Christians are in danger of going to hell; (3) You don't get a new
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(3)

Codex Sinaiticus (Aleph), c.350 A.D., British Museum.

Regarding these three famous manuscripts, D.W. Gooding summarizes: "Even the great uncials B, A, and
Aleph1 are not immune from pre-Origen revision [Aleph = a - the first letter in the Hebrew alphabet,

FNJ]. Vaticanus follows the Hexapla in Isaiah while in Judges it represents a 4th century A.D. revision.
Generally, however, it is a copy (a poor one, as its numerous omissions show) of a text critically revised
according to the best evidence available early in the Christian era. Hence it sometimes presents a text
purer than that of still earlier papyri ... Alexandrinus has suffered far more from revision. Sinaiticus, ...
holds a position mid-way between B and A."2

(4)

Codex Ephraemi Rescriptus (C), 5th century, located at Biblioteque Nationale Paris. Consisting

of but sixty-four O.T. leaves, the text has been erased to make room for a treatise for St. Ephriam
of Syria in the 12th century. It is thus a "palimpsest" and the underlying Biblical text can be
deciphered only with great difficulty.

In addition, there are over 280 known cursive mss of the Greek Old Testament.3 These may be found
in the five volume edition of the LXX edited by R. Holmes and J. Parsons (Oxford, 1798-1827).

DISCORDANT AGES OF THE PATRIARCHS IN THE LXX4

One point where the LXX and the Hebrew text differ in the Pentateuch is with regard to the ages of the
ante-diluvian patriarchs relevant to the birth of their sons. Six of the first ten of these patriarchs
fathered exactly 100 years later in the LXX than in the Hebrew O.T. The total span of these differences
is 586 years – the LXX being greater than that of the Hebrew text. The importance of this discrepancy
can hardly be overstated as in calculating and reckoning the chronology of the Old Testament, the
numbers recorded in Scripture are our only guide. That the variations in the Septuagint are due to
contrivance or design, and not due to accident, is plain from the systematic way in which the alterations
have been made.

It is simple to demonstrate which list is correct. The majority of LXX manuscripts give 167 as the age of
Methuselah at the birth of his son, Lamech (the Hebrew reads 187 - Gen. 5:25). However, if Methuselah
were 167 at the birth of Lamech, Lamech 188 at the birth of Noah, and Noah 600 at the Flood (as
recorded in the LXX), Methuselah would have been 955 at the date of the Flood. Since he

body at the resurrection; (4) The male and female in I Cor.11:9 are "anger" and "concupiscence" (This
verse speaks about Christ's being the head, then the husband, followed by the wife in the order of
authority.); and (5) he was a prophet who wrote Scripture. Clement of Alexandria did not believe the
Bible literally which led him to fantasize and spiritualize the Scriptures.

1 Sinaiticus Aleph, discovered in 1844, has 147% pages, each page being 13% x 15 inches. Modern
scholarship purports that this MS was made about 350 A.D. Its O.T. consists of only 199 leaves. It is
always stated that Aleph is a "complete" Greek New Testament, but it is not. It adds, for example, the
Shepherd of Hermas and Barnabas to the N.T. It omits John 5:4; 8:1-11; Mat. 16:2,3; Rom. 16:24; Mark
16:9-20; I John 5:7; Acts 8:37, and about a dozen other verses.

The most significant fact regarding these MSS is that in both Vaticanus B and Sinaiticus a, John 1:18

reads that Jesus was the only begotten "God" instead of the only begotten "Son" - which is the original
Arian heresy! This means that God had a little God named Jesus who is thus a lesser God than the
Father - that at first there was big God and He created a little God. Thus, Jesus comes out to be a God
with a little "g". But at the incarnation a god was not begotten. God begat a son who, insofar as his
deity is concerned, is eternal (Micah 5:2). This reading renders these MSS as UNTRUSTWORTHY and
DEPRAVED! This Arian heresy resulted from Origen's editing the Greek manuscripts encountered in
his travels and appears in Vaticanus B and Sinaiticus a which were derived from copying his work.

2 Gooding, The New Bible Dictionary, op. cit., (Texts-Versions), p. 1260.
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3 Sir Frederick G. Kenyon, Our Bible and the Ancient Manuscripts, 5th ed. (London: Eyre &
Spottiswoode, 1958), p. 127.
4 Martin Anstey, The Romance of Bible Chronology, (London: Marshall Bros., 1913), pp. 73-76. See

his diagrams for a more detailed analysis.
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lived to be 969 (the life span given in both), the LXX becomes entangled in the absurdity of making
Methuselah survive the Flood by 14 years! Yet Genesis 7-10 and II Peter 3:20 are adamant in
proclaiming that only Noah, his three sons and all four of their wives; that is, only 8 souls survived the
Deluge. Discordances of a similar nature and magnitude are found with regard to the Postdiluvian
patriarchs except that here the life spans also differ, often by more than 100 years.

The Patriarchal chronology of the LXX can be explained from the Hebrew on the principle that the
translators of the former desired to lengthen the chronology and to graduate the length of the lives of
those who lived after the Flood so as to make the shortening of the life spans gradual and continuous,
instead of sudden and abrupt. This fit into their philosophic concept of gradual and uniform change (pre
"uniformitarianism"); a philosophy which embraced the basic precepts of evolution. That is, they were
primeval evolutionists. Thus the dramatic life span changes, which manifested the historic results of the
sudden catastrophic transformations upon the earth and all life due to the worldwide Deluge, were
altered to eliminate such positive evidence which was contrary to their religious-philosophic beliefs.

The constructor of the scheme found in the LXX lengthens the chronology of the Patriarchs after the
Flood unto Abraham's leaving Haran by 720 years. He also graduates the length of the lives of the
Patriarchs throughout the entire register, both those before and after the Flood. The curious result is that
with the three exceptions of Enoch, Cainan (whose life exceeds that of his father by only 5 years) and Reu
(whose age at death is the same as that of his father), every one of the Patriarchs from Adam to Abraham
is made to die a few years younger than his father. Could anything be more manifestly artificial?

Incidentally, the Samaritan text1 evinces similar signs of tampering. For example the interval from Adam
to the Deluge is 349 years shorter (A.M. 1656 MT - 1307 Sam. = 349)2 in this text as compared to the
Hebrew and the interval from the Flood to Abraham is longer by 490 years. After analyzing the disparity
between these discordant ages of the Patriarchs in both the LXX and the Samaritan Pentateuch with
regard to the Hebrew, C.F. Keil concluded that the Hebrew Text was the only reliable account:3

"That the principal divergences of both texts from the Hebrew are intentional changes, based
upon chronological theories or cycles, is sufficiently evident from their internal character, viz.
from the improbability of the statement, that whereas the average duration of life after the flood
was about half the length that it was before, the time of life at which the fathers begot their
first-born after the flood was as late and, according to the Samaritan text, generally later than
it had been before. No such

1 The Samaritan Pentateuch is not a version; it is the Hebrew Text written in Samaritan or old pointed
Hebrew script and is preserved in the Sanctuary of the Samaritan Community at Nablous (Shechem).
It was quoted by Jerome and Eusebius in the 3rd and 4th centuries A.D. as well as other so-called
Church Fathers. It was published in A.D. 1632. Although the text itself is believed by many to go back
as far as the time of the 9th century B.C. Moabite Stone (or at least to that of Hezekiah in the 8th
century B.C.), most of the Samaritan scrolls containing the whole or a part of the Pentateuch are
supposed not to be older than the 10th century A.D. [J.I. Munro, The Samaritan Pentateuch and
Modern Criticism, (London: J. Nisbet & Co., 1911)].

In 1815, the text came under the careful scrutiny of the great Hebrew scholar Gesenius. He concluded,
as does this author, that it was a vulgar text with many corruptions, hence far inferior to the Masoretic
Text and with little critical value. Moreover, the Samaritan text differs in matters of varying
significance from the Masoretic Text in about 6,000 places. In A.D. 1867, McClintock and Strong
succinctly summed the Samaritan Pentateuch's status: "This last (the Samaritan Pentateuch), however,
need not come into consideration, since it is well understood that the Samaritan text, here (Genesis 5
& 10) as well as elsewhere, is merely fabricated from the Greek; and those who treat it as an
independent authority only show themselves ignorant of the results of criticism on the subject".
[McClintock and Strong, Cyclopedia of Biblical Theological & Ecclesiastical Literature, Vol. II, (Grand
Rapids, MI: Baker Book House, 1867), p. 298.]
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2 Anstey, The Romance of Bible Chronology, op. cit., p. 73-74. See chart on Anstey's p. 73.

3 C.F. Keil, Commentary On The Old Testament, Trans. by James Martin, (Grand Rapids, MI:
Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1976), p. 123.
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intention is discernible in the numbers of the Hebrew text: consequently every attack upon the
historical character of it numerical statements has entirely failed, and no tenable argument can
be adduced against their correctness".

DISCORDANT LENGTHS OF KINGS REIGNS IN THE LXX1

Significant discrepancies are also found with regard to various lengths of reign of several kings during
the period of the divided monarchy. The Greek variants came into being because the translator either
failed to understand the meaning of the Hebrew or, as was the usual occurrence, from an effort to
"correct" the supposed errors.

Discrepancies between the LXX and the Hebrew Scriptures with regard to the various kings may be
readily appraised below:

I KINGS

HEBREW TEXT SEPTUAGINT

15:9 Asa 20th of Jeroboam 24th of Jeroboam
16:8 Elah 26th of Asa 20th of Asa
16:15 Zimri 27th of Asa not given
16:29 Ahab 38th of Asa 2nd of Jehoshaphat
22:4 1 Jehoshaphat 4th of Ahab 11th of Omri

II KINGS

1:17 Joram
2nd of Jehoram 18th of Jehoshaphat

8:16 Jehoram 8 years of reign 40 years of reign

A careful investigation of these variations reveals that they are not the result of scribal errors, but
constitute editorial changes made with the object of correcting what were considered as "errors" in the
original Hebrew text. In no instance is a Greek variation an improvement over the Hebrew. The
fallacious nature of the Greek innovations may be proved by the wide divergence of the patterns of reign
that they call for from the years of contemporary chronology.

For example, the Hebrew text of I Kings 22:41 tells us that Jehoshaphat ascended to the throne of Judah
in the 4th year of the reign of Ahab of the Kingdom of Israel. The Greek Septuagint gives the same data
here, but the Greek has another account of Jehoshaphat's reign at First Kings 16:28 (III Kings by LXX
reckoning) that places the accession of Jehoshaphat in the 11th year of Omri of Israel – some four years
earlier. In addition, I Kings 16:29 of the Hebrew Bible records that Ahab ascended to the throne of Israel
in the 38th year of Asa, King of Judah, whereas the Greek gives Ahab's accession as the 2nd year of
Jehoshaphat – which is 5 years later (see chart, p. 14).

The question naturally arises in the mind of the text critic, "Did the Greek text precede the Hebrew text,
or the Hebrew precede the Greek?" In his 1964 doctoral dissertation, James D. Shenkel affirmed that the
Greek was the early and correct pattern for the Hebrew rulers and that the Hebrew regnal data arose
as variants from an original Greek pattern.2 Such is representative of the

1 Floyd Nolen Jones, A Chronology of the Old Testament: A Return to the Basics, 14th ed., rev. &
enlarged, (The Woodlands, TX: KingsWord Press, 1999), pp. 13-15.

2 James D. Shenkel, Chronology and Recensional Development in the Greek Text of Kings,
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1968), pp. 22, 110-111.
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ISRAEL

Zimri 7 days

ElahOmri – 12 yrs
953 BC 2
Baasha 24 c. 5 yrs

4 Ahab
Omri & Tibni Omri only 7

Civil War 22

JUDAH

955 BC 27 31 38 Jehoshaphat

vogue of current critical thinking with regard to the LXX as being often preferred over the Hebrew
Scripture.

Conclusive proof that the current Hebrew text was in existence before the Greek is found at I Kings 16:28
where the Greek places an additional account of Jehoshaphat. That verse is the concluding statement
concerning the reign of King Omri. The narrative relating to the next Monarch should begin with verse
29. In both the Greek and the Hebrew, verse 29 is where the account of Ahab commences. But in order
to permit the account of Ahab to begin there and yet have the account of Jehoshaphat precede that of
Ahab, the Greek has attached the entire account of Jehoshaphat as an appendage to the account of
Omri's reign. The account of Jehoshaphat (I Kings 22:41-50) takes up ten verses. If the Greek text had
been in existence before the Hebrew text, the account of Jehoshaphat would have been given at I Kings
16:29-38, and it would then have been followed by the account of Ahab. There would have been no second
account of Jehoshaphat after the account of Ahab at I Kings 22:41.1

Obviously, the Greek editor was endeavoring to follow the arrangement of chapters and verses found in
the Hebrew. The Hebrew is perfectly consistent in the matter of sequence, with Ahab following Omri and
with Jehoshaphat following Ahab. The Greek, however, is conspicuously inconsistent. It depicts
Jehoshaphat of Judah as following Ahab of Israel at I Kings 22:41-50, but preceding him at I Kings 16:28.

The problem arose when the Greek editor could not understand how a reign of twelve years for Omri that
began in the 31st year of Asa could terminate in the 38th year of Asa with Ahab coming to the throne at
that time. But the data does not represent an error, rather, it is merely a paradox; an apparent error.

BIBLE CHRONOLOGY BASED ON HEBREW (True) O.T. TEXT
(See I Kings 16 - not drawn to scale.)

955

930 929 925 918 914 897 889

Asa 41 25

1 A more detailed explanation of this entire problem may be found in Edwin R. Thiele's The Mysterious

Numbers of the Hebrew Kings, Revised, (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1983), pp. 90-94. Whereas
Thiele's "dual dating" concept violates Scripture and is thoroughly erroneous, at this point he is well
taken.
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This apparent error in the Hebrew Scripture left him on the horns of a dilemma. So the Greek editor
attempted to "correct" the "contradiction" by beginning the twelve years of Omri's dominion in the 31st
year of Asa's reign (the year that Omri became ruler over all of Israel upon the death of his rival, Tibni),
not in the 27th year of Asa as I Kings 16:8-18 demands (the year Omri began to rule over only a part of
the divided kingdom of Israel).

As Asa reigned 41 years, the first part of Omri's dominion would, in such case, parallel the last part of
Asa's and the final years of Omri would parallel the first years of Jehoshaphat. Under this contrivance,
Jehoshaphat would come to the throne in the 11th year of Omri in accordance with the Greek version
of I Kings 16:28, and Ahab would begin to reign in the 2nd year of Jehoshaphat in accordance with the
Greek version of I Kings 16:29.

The foregoing unmistakably discloses that the Hebrew was the original account, not the Greek. Thus,
the Greek arrangement reveals itself to be a late, artificial, deceptive contrivance brought into being in
an attempt to correct something that was actually accurate but appeared wrong to the reviser.

It should be added that though his work contains about eight discordances with the Hebrew Masoretic
Text (seven of which are very small), none of Josephus' variations is the same as any found in the
Septuagint. We submit this indicates that:

!
Josephus did not consider the LXX reliable, or

!
The LXX did not exist in his day!

Either is devastating to the position that the LXX has somehow ascended in the minds of most scholars.

CHAPTER SUMMATION

Even a cursory comparison between the Septuagint and the Hebrew Masoretic text (as translated in the
King James Bible) clearly reveals that the Septuagint as it is today is highly inaccurate and deficient as
a translation. To attempt to reconstruct the Hebrew Text (as many connected with the modern versions
are trying to do) from such a loose, deficient and unacceptable translation would be analogous to trying
to reconstruct the Greek New Testament Text from The Living Bible.1

Heaven and earth shall pass away: but my words
shall not pass away.

Mark 13:31

1 D.A. Waite, ASV, NASV, & NIV Departures From Traditional Hebrew & Greek Texts,
(Collingswood, NJ: Bible For Today Press, #986, 1981), p. A-xviii.
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II. THE STATUS OF THE LXX

THE HEXAPLA AND MESSIANIC PROPHECY1

Origen Adamantius2 compiled an Old Testament "Bible" called the Hexapla (c.245 A.D.). It was, in effect,
a parallel Bible comprising six columns. The first column was the Hebrew Old Testament. In order to
leave abundant space for his "critical apparatus", this column contained no more than two Hebrew words
to a line. In the second column, Origen transliterated the Hebrew words from the first column into the
parallel letters of the Greek alphabet. Of course these Greek letters did not form words or make sense.
Three other columns portrayed Greek translations made by men who professed Christianity at some time
in their lives but who later apostatized, returning to Judaism or becoming Ebionites.3

The third column was a Greek version by Aquila (80-135 A.D.) who had converted to Judaism. Later,
upon seeing miracles at the hands of disciples of the deceased Apostles, he professed the Christian faith.
He was excommunicated from the Christian community for steadfastly refusing to give up astrology,4

magic, and the practice of necromancy.5 Aquila returned to Judaism (some say he also embraced the
Ebionite ethic) and eventually was responsible for a contemptuous outrage against the Jews. During the
reign of Hadrian (A.D. 117-138), he supervised the building of a pagan temple to Jupiter on the site of
the Temple of Solomon and placed a statue of the Emperor where the Holy of Holies had been.6 He thus
ended his vaudevillian checkered career engaged in the making of idols for the Roman Caesar.

1 Foy E. Wallace, A Review of the New Versions, (Ft. Worth, TX: Noble Patterson Pub., 1973) Addenda,
3rd & 4th sections, pp. 13-36. Wallace reprints Professor R.C. Foster's "The Battle of the Versions" in
his Addenda.

2 Origen (185-254 A.D.), a Greek philosopher, had been taught by the founder of Neo-Platonism
(Ammonius Saccas 170-243 A.D.). Neo-Platonism is a strange combination of Aristotelian logic and
Oriental cult teachings. It is a concept that conceives the world as being an emanation from "the one"
- the impersonal one [not the personal "Abba" = "Dada" of the Bible] with whom the soul is capable of
being reunited in some sort of trance or ecstasy. Origen was a follower of that philosophy and he
attempted to add and amalgamate "Christianity" to its views. The problem with Origen, as with many
who profess Christianity today, was that he tried to take the "best" of the world system (that which he
had learned in school, his old philosophic views etc.) and incorporate it into Christianity; but they do
not mix.

Origen was the third head master of a school founded 180 A.D in Alexandria, Egypt by the Greek
philosopher Pantaenus. Pantaenus was succeeded in A.D. 202 by Clement of Alexandria (not Clement
of Rome) who taught Plato's work was also inspired in the same sense as Scripture. Their beliefs, as
revealed in their writings, indicate that they were lost Greek philosophers. They declared themselves
"Christian" on the basis of their having been water baptized.

Origen's energies were also directed toward the New Testament. Whereas he only "recovered and
translated" the Old, he edited the New. Around the year A.D. 227, Origen traveled extensively
throughout Palestine, Greece and Asia Minor. Everywhere he found Greek New Testament manuscripts
he had them altered to fit his own doctrine. He, of course, felt that he was merely "restoring or
correcting" the manuscripts (If one does not agree with a manuscript, the place for change is in
translation; but to alter the original document - never!). Origen had a wealthy patron who supplied
seven stenographers and seven copyists to accompany and assist him as he altered Scripture, Elgin S.
Moyer, Who Was Who in Church History, (Chicago, IL: Moody Press, 1962), p. 315; John H. P.
Reumann, The Romance of Bible Scripts & Scholars, (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1965), pp.
98-103.

3 The Ebionites were a cult of severely ascetic Judaizers who accepted the ethical teachings of Jesus but
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did not believe in Paul's doctrine of grace. They did not believe that Jesus was Deity - that He was God
with a capital "G"; thus they taught that Jesus was the human son of Joseph.

4 Swete, An Introduction to the Old Testament in Greek, op. cit., p. 31. Also see A.E. Silverstone, Aquila
and Onkelos, Semitic Languages Series, No. 1, (Manchester, Eng: University of Manchester, 1931).

5 Wallace, A Review of the New Versions, op. cit., Addenda, section 3, p. 21.

6 Ibid., pp. 22-23.
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About 128 A.D., Aquila, who did not begin the study of the Hebrew language until he was forty years old,
completed a new translation of the Old Testament into Greek. He deliberately translated many sections
of Scripture concerning the Messiah in such a way as to make it impossible to apply these passages to
the Lord Jesus Christ.1 He conjectured that the Greek word "parthenos" of Matthew 1:23 was not the
virgin Mary, but represented a corruption in the original text. According to Aquila, the correct
understanding was that Jesus was the bastard son of Mary and a blond Roman soldier of German
extraction named "pantheras" (Eng. = panther).2

Not long afterward, Symmachus – a Samaritan by birth who became a Jew and later professed the
Christian faith only to subsequently join himself to the Ebionites – made another translation (c.180- 192
A.D.) from the Hebrew into Greek. This version appears as the fourth column in Origen's Hexapla. About
the same time, Theodotion, who had once professed faith in Christ but apostatized becoming a Jew and/or
an Ebionite, produced yet another Greek version (c.161-181 A.D.). It is, supposedly, a revision of the
original Septuagint. Because it was prepared from a Greek rather than from a Hebrew text, it was placed
in the sixth column of the Hexapla.

Jerome of Bethlehem, who saw the Greek translations of Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion, makes it
quite plain that these men were Judaizing heretics, and that their versions were made out of hatred to
Christianity.3 Origen, however, considered the works of these Ebionites to be "inspired" and thus
included them in his "Bible".

A prime example of tampering with Messianic prophecy by Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion is found
in Isaiah 7:14. They departed from the Septuagint (and Matthew of the N.T.) in which "parthenos"
(virgin) is inscribed and substituted the Greek word "neanis" (young woman), a term which may be
applied to a young married woman.

Most sources claim that by the time of Origen (A.D. 185-254) the text of the Septuagint had become
woefully corrupt. The fifth column (written in classical Greek, not Koine Greek) is Origen's emended
translation. Origen's Hexapla is reputed to have been "an undertaking of colossal proportions" to revise
an older Greek translation. Moreover, the fifth column supposedly represents a revision of the pre A.D.
original LXX (if such an entity ever existed). Origen is alleged to have noted that copies of the Greek
version differed in many respects from the Hebrew text. His self appointed task is said to have been
neither to merely produce a new corrected translation nor to "restore" the text of the LXX to its "original"
pre A.D. condition.4 The purpose was to make it "correctly and adequately represent the Hebrew
original".5

His fifth column portrays a Greek text in which all additions to the Hebrew were marked with an obelus
(either -- or ÷). He emended the Greek text by supplying words missing in it, but which were found in the
Hebrew text. He flagged these "added" words with an asterisk (*). Also, he indicated readings in the
Greek translation which he considered incorrect to the point that the passage be

1 Wallace, A Review of the New Versions, op. cit., Addenda, section 3, pp. 16 & 18. Irenaeus (120-202
A.D.) assailed Aquila as a wicked perverter of Scripture, Ante-Nicene Fathers, Vol. I, Alexander Roberts
and James Donaldson, (eds.), (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1867; rpt. 1978), "Against
Heresies", Bk. III, ch. XXI, p. 451.

2 Ibid., Addenda, section 3, p. 17.

3 Moorman, Forever Settled, op. cit., p. 12.

4 Gehman, The New Westminster Dictionary of the Bible, op. cit., p. 973 (Versions). Also see The
Septuagint Version of the Old Testament, with an English Translation, Zondervan, op. cit.,
Introduction p. v.

5 Price, Ancestry of Our English Bible, op. cit., p. 74; also Alfred Rahlfs (ed.), Septuaginta, Id est
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Vetus Testamentum, (Stuttgart: 1935, rpt. 1979), p. LXII.
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substituted with the corresponding one in another version. Origen completed the Hexapla about A.D.
245.
Today, this 5th column is said to represent a "pre-Origenic" text, but the basis for this statement is fragile
and nebulous – composed of little real substance. The 5th column was published by Pamphilus and
Eusebius when they supplied Constantine with 50 copies of that edition along with Origen's edited New
Testament.1 This was commissioned by the Emperor in 331 A.D., shortly after the Council of Nicea (A.D.
325). The uncial manuscripts Vaticanus B and Sinaiticus a are extant
copies (or copies of copies) of this endeavor by Eusebius for Constantine.2

Origen left his finished product, the Hexapla, in the library founded by his disciple, Pamphilus, at
Caesarea on the sea in the land Palestine.3 Jerome also made extensive use of Origen's Hexapla in
producing his early fifth century Latin Vulgate translation. The Hexapla is believed to have been
destroyed when the Arabs took Caesarea in A.D. 638.4 Fragments are preserved in various quotations
made by the so-called early Church "Fathers".

Most scholars maintain that Origen assumed the original reading had been "recovered" when he found
agreement between the Hebrew text in the first column and the Greek text (the one he was presumed
to have used). Today, this 5th column is referred to by text critics (though they are loathe to admit this)
as the "LXX" or the "Septuagint".5 Remember, allusion to Origen's fifth column refers only to the Old
Testament.

OTHER REVISIONS OF THE SEPTUAGINT

Of the more important revisions of the LXX, Jerome cites one Hesychius of Alexandria (martyred c.311
A.D.) as having completed such an enterprise; unfortunately little is known of him. He is thought to have
been the martyred bishop mentioned by Eusebius who fell in the persecution that also destroyed Lucian;
his text is said to have prevailed in Egypt c.A.D. 400.6 Lucian, an Arian scholar of Antioch (martyred
311), is also said to have made a revision.7

In commenting upon the revisions of the Septuagint, D.W. Gooding says "Well-intentioned as all this
revisory work was, it has introduced multitudinous readings which have laboriously to be eliminated to
reconstruct the earlier stages of the LXX Text."8 Gooding continues:9

"Now, laborious as is the work of eliminating revisers readings, it is of practical importance. The
expositor who ... appeals to some LXX word or phrase must be sure that it was not introduced by
a

1 Price, Ancestry of Our English Bible, op. cit., p. 79.

2 D.O. Fuller, Which Bible?, 3rd ed. (Grand Rapids, MI: International Pub., 1970), p. 163; Price, Ancestry
of Our English Bible, op. cit., p. 58; A.T. Robertson, An Introduction to the Textual Criticism of the New
Testament, (Nashville, TN: Broadman Press, 1925), p. 80. Both Hort and Tischendorf believed that
these were two extant copies which Eusebius had prepared at the request of Constantine. A.T.
Robertson, among many others, concurred.

3 ISBE, op. cit., p. 2726.

4 Ibid.

5 Swete, An Introduction to the Old Testament in Greek, op. cit., p. 63. For proof of this identification, see
the LXX designation at the top of the 5th column in Swete on the designated page (or Price, Ancestry,
p. 75). A reproduction of this may be viewed on the last page of this (FNJ's) manuscript.

6 Price, Ancestry of Our English Bible, op. cit., p. 80; Rahlfs, Sept uaginta, op. cit., p. LXV.

7 Merrill F. Unger , The New Unger's Bible Dictionary, (Chicago, IL: Moody Press, 1988), pp.
1343-1344 (Versions).

8 Gooding, The New Bible Dictionary, op. cit., p. 1260 (Texts-Versions).
9 Ibid. Dr. Moorman attributes the last sentence to D.W. Gooding (Forever Settled, op. cit., p. 13.), but
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I have been unable to verify this either in my 1962 edition of The New Bible Dictionary or by the
1980 and 1993 publications.
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reviser after New Testament times." "Thus the original Septuagint may have been faithful in
translating verses of Messianic prophecy, but this becomes marred by later revision." (see p.
18)

THE "BIBLE" OF THE EARLY CHURCH?

When researching materials relevant to the Septuagint, a typical statement encountered by the inquirer
is that it was "the" Bible of the early Christians. The problem with this and many similar declarations
is that most scholars consider that Origen1 was a Christian, but he was not. Neither was Eusebius2 nor
many other of the so-called early Church "Fathers". Their beliefs relevant to the deity of Christ Jesus
reveal that they were merely religious Gnostics, steeped in pagan Greek philosophy. Thus, a significant
number of the people about whom such statements are directed were not actually Christian in the true
sense of having been born again.

Along these same lines, it is also often stated that the LXX caused so much antagonism among Orthodox
Jews that the Hebrews made a recension (revision) in their own text. Typical examples of this and similar
themes are:

3"Before the incarnation of the Saviour the Jews held the Septuagint in high esteem, but after
his birth and earthly ministry they turned against that version because it was used so effectively
by Christians to demonstrate that the Messianic prophecies of the Old Testament were fulfilled
in the Person and Work of the Redeemer."

4"After Philo's days, the Jews turned that feast (in memory of the Greek translation by the 72)
into a fast, lamenting that such a translation had been made. As the version became more popular
with the Christians, it fell from favour with the Jews, who preferred to use a version which the
Christians could not so easily apply to the Messiah."

1 The following is a composite of the beliefs of Origen. It will be noted that many of them coincide with
today's Roman Catholic and Jehovah's Witness doctrine. Origen believed: (1) in soul sleep - however,
the Bible teaches that to be absent from the body is to be present with the Lord [II Cor.5:8]; (2) in
baptismal regeneration - he is the first we can find who was a strong proponent of this doctrine; (3) in
universal salvation, i.e., in the ultimate reconciliation of all things including Satan and all the demons;
(4) that the Father was God with a capital "G" and Jesus was God with a little "g" - that Jesus was only
a created being. Origen was not Christian in the most basic of all doctrine, namely the person of the
Lord Jesus the Christ; (5) that one had to go to purgatory in order to become sinless. This doctrine is
nowhere to be found in the Scriptures; (6) in transmigration and reincarnation of the soul. The
resurrection of Jesus corrects that error as He came back to life as the same Jesus. Hebrews 9:27 says
"And it is appointed unto men once to die, but after this the judgment." Thus the Bible teaches that
there is no reincarnation; (7) in transubstantiation [which means that at communion the bread and
wine actually turn to the body and blood of Christ Jesus].

(8) He did not believe that the temptations of Jesus as recorded in the Scriptures actually happened.
(9) Origen did not believe the Scriptures literally - he was the "father of allegories"; or (10) in an actual
"Adam" and in the fall of man. (11) He castrated himself when he read Matthew 19. Here, Jesus was
teaching the horror and reality of hell. In Matthew 12 and 15 and in Jeremiah 17:9, Jesus taught that
sin was a matter of the heart. One can pluck an eye out or cut off a hand but still long to sin. Origen
taught: (12) that eternal life was not a gift, rather that we must seize hold on it and retain it. However
Ephesians 2:8 says "By faith are ye saved through grace; and that not of yourselves: it is the gift of
God."; and (13) that "Christ enters no man until he grasps mentally the doctrine of the consummation
of the ages" [That would eliminate about 99% at most typical Christian gatherings]. (14) He intimated
that non baptized infants were hell bound. (15) He denied that the redeemed would experience a
physical resurrection (I Cor.15 teaches the physical bodily resurrection, as do many other Scriptures).

Origen is depicted in most books on the subject as a "man of God", especially because he "died for his
beliefs". That is certainly a commendable character trait, but Mussulini, Karl Marx and Hitler also died
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for their beliefs. That does not mean they were Christians. Many people have believed in a cause
enough to give their lives for it, but it does not follow that they are necessarily Christian. Origen's
beliefs clearly betray him and reveal that he was a religious Gnostic Greek philosopher and not truly
a born again son of God.

2 Vid. supra fn. 2 on p. 3.

3 Moorman, Forever Settled, op. cit., p. 11. Moorman is citing Terence Brown, former Secretary of the
Trinitarian Bible Society of London. Also see ISBE, p. 2725.

4 Ibid., p. 12; also Wallace, A Review of the New Versions, op. cit., Addenda, 4th section, p. 35.
Wallace reprints Professor R.C. Foster's "The Battle of the Versions." in his Addenda.
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The first obvious fact concerning these and other similar absurd remarks is that the Hebrew Old
Testament readily lends itself to supply all the testimony needed to verify that the life and works of
Jesus, the carpenter of Nazareth, are anticipated by these same Scriptures. The Hebrew Bible is simply
rife with one clear prophecy after another which is fulfilled to the most minute detail by the record of the
New Testament. No Old Testament Greek witness is necessary to clarify anything. Secondly, there is no
concrete evidence that this recension even took place.1

AN EXTANT PRE-CHRISTIAN SEPTUAGINT?

A major source of unsettlement and puzzlement for any who begin to investigate the Septuagint is
the oft occurring appearance of the term "extant" with reference to a pre-Christian entity.

For example, the "Introduction" of the 1970 Zondervan edition of the LXX begins:2

"The earliest version of the Old Testament Scriptures which is extant, or of which we possess any
certain knowledge, is the translation executed at Alexandria in the third century before the
Christian era: this version has been so habitually known by the name of the Septuagint ..."
(author's emphasis)

The disturbing part is that the above quote proclaims that a B.C. Septuagint is extant. The word "extant"
means that something is in existence today – that it is available, that it can be seen, handled and used.
And so we inquire, where is it – where may we find such an ancient authority as to the true text of the
Old Testament? The quotation declares unequivocally that a Greek translation made around 285-250
B.C. is accessible for reference. Not only are we unable to locate any such entity, we cannot even find any
direct citation to it.

Upon examining two Septuagint Concordances for references, we are astonished to find not one word
from a Greek O.T. written before A.D. 120 that the Apostles quoted in the New Testament. There exist
no verses that any New Testament writer quoted from any Greek manuscript written prior to 120 A.D.
We do find about a dozen quotations in the New Testament that match those found in Vaticanus and
Sinaiticus – but these two highly vaunted MSS were written nearly 250 years after the N.T. was
completed. We also find nearly a dozen quotations in them that do not match.

Thus we stand perplexed and frustrated. We have examined the origins of the LXX and found them
lacking, full of fable, myth, and legend. Now we stand deceived and misled, having been told that a B.C.
Septuagint is available for use only to find that such an ancient document does not actually exist
anywhere in the known world.

Even more troubling, the proof quotations are found to only exist in manuscripts that were written
several hundred years after the fact. Moreover, the real LXX for all practical purposes is found to
actually be Vaticanus B and Sinaiticus Aleph (a, also designated "S")3 – which were both produced from
Origen's 5th column.

1 ISBE, op. cit., p. 2725.

2 The Septuagint Version of the Old Testament, with an English Translation, Zondervan, op. cit.,
Introduction p. i.

3 Although this fact is difficult to ferret out from among the vast amount of literature on the subject, it
may be verified by numerous sources. Among them, the reader is directed to: Price, Ancestry of Our
English Bible, op. cit., pp. 69-70; Swete, An Introduction to the Old Testament in Greek, op. cit., pp.
181-190; page 1259 in The New Bible Dictionary op. cit., (Texts-Versions) where D.W. Gooding admits
this when he relates that the LXX of Jer.38:40 (Jer.31:40 in the MT) as shown in figure 214 has been
taken from the Codex Sinaiticus.

Thomas Hartwell Horne is even more direct than Gooding in his An Introduction to the Critical Study
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and Knowledge of the Holy Scriptures, 9th ed., Vol. II, (London, Eng: Spottiswoode and Shaw, 1846),
fn. 1, p. 282 and fn. 3, p. 288. This most important exposé is enlarged upon on page 53.
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Thus, the Septuagint that we actually "see" and "use" is, the vast majority of the time, Origen's 5th
column. This is most bewildering! We ask ourselves: "How then do we really know that Origen's 5th
column was produced from a pre-existing B.C. Greek version. How do we know that it was not his own
translation of the Hebrew in column one, and made while referring to Aquila, Symmachus, and
Theodotion in the other columns for assistance – along with the aid of a New Testament at his hand?"
Such is not nearly as far fetched as the exaggerations, deceptions, and myths which we have encountered
in our research.

WAS THERE ACTUALLY A PRE-CHRISTIAN ERA SEPTUAGINT?

Paul Kahle, a notable O.T. scholar (1875-1964), did extensive research and work relative to the
Septuagint. He concluded that there was never one original old Greek version and that consequently the
manuscripts of the Septuagint (so called) cannot be traced back to one archetype. He took the position
that there were earlier renderings of the Pentateuch before the revision made in the time of Ptolemy II
and that this revision became the standard Greek Torah.1

The theory, proposed and developed largely by Kahle, is that the LXX had its origin in numerous oral,
and subsequently written, translations for use in the services after the reading of the Hebrew original.
Later an official standardized version of the Law was made, but it did not entirely replace the older
versions while there never was a standard Jewish translation for the rest of the books, but only a variety
of versions.2

Summarizing Kahle's position, Dr. John H.P. Reumann states:3

"Professor Paul Kahle ... (1875-1964), ... argued that there never was any LXX, at least until
Christian times, and that our Letter of Aristeas is propaganda for a revision of the Greek Bible
which was made in Alexandria."

Reumann continues:4

"... The letter of Aristeas was an attempt to give this revision authority by cloaking it with
antiquity. ... when Christians (who increasingly after the year A.D. 50 were Greeks who knew
little or no Hebrew) employed the Old Testament, they inevitably borrowed from these varied
Jewish Greek translations – the Pentateuch as it had been revised at Alexandria, the book of
Daniel as it had been translated at Ephesus, and so forth – until they put together an Old
Testament in Greek ... which they called the 'Septuagint' after the title from the Aristeas legend.
... the LXX is a Christian compilation, and The Letter of Aristeas is a fiction designed to further
the use of a revision in Alexandria about 130 B.C."

Some go much farther, considering the entire story of the existence of a Greek Old Testament circulating
in or around Palestine prior to the time of Aquila, Symmachus, Theodotion and Origen (150-250 A.D.)
to be nothing more than a fable. They doubt that a Greek copy of the Old Testament existed at or before
the time of Christ and His apostles.5

1 Unger, The New Unger's Bible Dictionary, op. cit., p. 1343.

2 Gooding, The New Bible Dictionary, op. cit., (Texts-Versions), p. 1259.

3 John H.P. Reumann, The Romance of Bible Scripts & Scholars, (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice
Hall Publishers, Inc., 1965), p. 16.

4 Ibid.

5 Peter S. Ruckman, The Christian's Handbook of Biblical Scholarship, (Pensacola, FL: Pensacola
Bible Press ,1988), pp. 76- 93; Ruckman, The Christian's Handbook of Manuscript Evidence, op. cit.,
pp. 40-54.
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This argument can be summarized as stating that:

(1)
The letter of Aristeas is mere fabrication (Kahle called it propaganda), and there is no hard

historical evidence that a group of scholars translated the O.T. into Greek between 285-150 B.C.

(2)

The research of Paul Kahle shows that there was no pre-Christian LXX.

(3)
No one has produced a Greek copy of the Old Testament written before 150 A.D.

(4)
Aquila, Symmachus, Theodotion and Origen produced the first "Septuagints" – that none

existed before their works.

(5)
The Septuagint "quotes" from the New Testament and not vice versa, i.e. in the matter of N.T.

- O.T. quotation, the later formulators of the Greek O.T. made it conform with the New
Testament Text which they had before them as they forged their product.

(6)

After 1900 years of searching, archaeology has failed to produce a single piece of papyrus written

in Greek before c. 150 A.D. that any writer of the New Testament used for a "quotation".

They further point out that the nearest thing to an Old Testament Greek Bible found by anyone is the
Ryland Papyrus (No. 458), which has a few portions of Deuteronomy 23-28 on it.1 This piece of papyrus
is dated 150 B.C. (questionable date) which is fifty to one hundred years later than the writing of the
so-called original Septuagint (see footnote 1, p. 36).

IS THE APOCRYPHA THE CLUE TO THE TRUTH REGARDING THE
SEPTUAGINT?

As mentioned previously, nearly all scholars believe that the fifth column of Origen's Hexapla is Origen's
revision of a B.C. Septuagint. Nevertheless, as noted in the previous heading, some dissenters believe
that the so called LXX in fact originates with Origen's fifth column – that the 5th column is based on and
constructed from the versions in the other columns – and that Origen also had a N.T. at his side to
further assist him.

If this were the actual case, the "LXX" would not have appeared until the completion of the Hexapla
c.245 A.D. Further, as the Apocrypha2 has always been "part and parcel" of the Septuagint, it is

1 Ruckman, The Christian's Handbook of Manuscript Evidence, op. cit., pp. 48, 51.

2 The books of the Apocrypha are mainly the product of the last three centuries B.C., a time during which
written prophecy had ceased. They were accepted as part of the sacred literature by the Alexandrian
Jews and, with the exception of the Second Book of Esdras, are found interspersed throughout the
ancient copies of the Septuagint. The godly Jews under Ezra rejected the Apocrypha as having been
inspired by the LORD when they formed the Old Testament canon. Josephus (c.100 A.D.) confirms that
these books were not considered as "divine" in his day. He informs us that the canon was closed c.425
B.C. [Contra Apionem (Against Apion), I, 8].

The Apocrypha gradually rose in esteem withn the apostate Roman (Western) Church until finally the
Council of Trent (1546 A.D.) affirmed the canonicity of the greater part. In making this decision the
Catholic Church sided with the Jews of Alexandria, Egypt in considering the Apocrypha sacred. It was
in Alexandria that Mary was revered as the second person of the Trinity by the so called "Christians".
Although Jerome rejected it, the Apocrypha has now been incorporated into his Vulgate by the Roman
Catholic Church.

The New Testament contains 263 direct quotes from the Old Testament and 370 allusions to the Old
Testament. Though some have claimed for the Apocrypha several vague "allusions" in the New
Testament, these are nebulous mirages. Not one time did anyone in the New Testament refer to or
quote from the Old Testament Apocrypha. Jesus never referred to the Apocrypha. Had these books
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belonged in the Old Testament, why did the Lord not so clarify? The Old Testament had
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worthy of note that it is in the fifth column that the Apocrypha makes its appearance. We thus maintain
that this 5th column has been a leading source of O.T. corruption. It also had an extensive influence on
Jerome's Latin Vulgate text as well as on the inclusion of the Apocrypha in that undertaking.

"The Greek Old Testament includes a number of books which apparently circulated in the
Greek-speaking world (led by Alexandria) and obtained equal acceptance with the canonical
books. These never obtained entrance to the Hebrew Canon."

With these words concerning the Apocrypha, Kenyon1 exposes for us the source and exact status
regarding its "leaven-like" entrance to the Canon. Thus Alexandria and its "greatest" teacher, Origen are
seen as the impetus for bringing the Apocrypha into the Bible. We cannot find any indication that the
Apocrypha was part of any Bible prior to the Hexapla.

THE FAITHFULNESS OF THE HEBREW TEXT2

In Old Testament times, the Levitical priests copied and preserved the Living Words of God. Throughout
Scripture, all the scribes were of the tribe of Levi (Mal.2:7, Deu.3l:25, Deu.17:18). This method of
preserving the text was extremely successful as the Lord Jesus bore witness that not "one jot or tittle"
had been altered in the 1,500 years from Moses to His day (Mat.5:18).

As to the accuracy of the Hebrew Old Testament in our day, Bishop Benjamin Kennicott did a study of
581 manuscripts of the Old Testament which involved 280,000,000 letters. Out of that 280,000,000, there
were 900,000 variants. Although seemingly large to the reader, it is only one variant in 316 letters which
is only 1/3 of 1%. But there is more. Of those 900,000 variants, 750,000 pertain to spelling – i.e., whether
a letter should be an "i" or "u". This has to do with the vowel points used in pronunciation which were
supposedly added c.600 A.D. by a group of Jewish scribes known as the Masoretes. Thus we are left with
only 150,000 variants in 280,000,000 letters or only one

been canonized long before Jesus was born. Yet Origen's fifth column includes the Old Testament
Apocrypha. Vaticanus B and Sinaiticus a include the Apocrypha as part of the text of the Old

Testament along with spurious "Apocryphal" books such as "Epistle to Barnabas" and "Shepherd of
Hermas" in the New Testament. We are being told that Vaticanus is the most accurate Greek text
which we have yet it includes the Apocrypha and Apocryphal books - none of which was canonized.

How does one know that Tobit, for example, is not a God inspired book? In the story, Tobit was blinded
by bird dung (2:10); his son, Tobias, went on a journey with an angel who lies about his name (3:17, cp.
5:4, 11-12); the angel instructed Tobias that a fish's gall would heal his blinded father (which it does,
6:8; 11:4-13); and the book teaches that alms and works purge away all sins (12:9). The Word of God,
however, teaches that Jesus accomplished that by His once for all finished work in His atoning death
and resurrection for the sins and sin of all of Adam's offspring. It affirms that man is saved by God's
grace (unmerited favor) through faith in Christ Jesus as a free gift (Eph.2:8), and not by works of
righteousness which we have done (Titus 3:5)!

The book of Tobit also teaches that demons are to be cast out of a person by the smoke produced by
burning the heart and liver of a fish (6:6-7, 16-17; 8:2-3). In the Scriptures, exorcism is produced simply
by the power and authority of the Name of Jesus - as is healing. Yet according to Origen, Tobit is
"inspired" in the same sense as were the four gospels.

The only books of value among any of those in the Apocrypha are First and Second Maccabees.
Although they do not belong to the O.T. canon, unlike the mythological, spurious Bible contradicting
material found in the other extra-biblical books, the data found in Maccabees does seem to be a fairly
reliable historical account of the Seleucid oppression of the Jews and the revolt lead by the Maccabean
priesthood against that tyranny and persecution (171-37 B.C.).

Much has been said over the years concerning the fact that the first edition of the King James Bible
contained the Apocrypha. It is true that the publisher of the 1611 edition did insert the Apocrypha
between the Testaments, but it was never included within the Old Testament text as it was so done in
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the Hexapla, in Vaticanus, and Sinaiticus. The Apocrypha section from the Cambridge Group of the
1611 translators rendered the entire work into English but for historical purposes only – not as inspired
Scripture. The Apocrypha was removed even from the space between the Testaments in the second
edition.

1 Kenyon, The Text of the Greek Bible, op. cit., p. 16.

2 Rene Pache, Inspiration and Authority of Scripture, (Chicago, IL: Moody Bible Institute, 1969), pp.
187-193.
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variant in 1,580 letters, a degree of accuracy of .0006 (six ten thousandths). Most of the variants are
found in only a few manuscripts; in fact, most are from just one corrupted copy.
The Dead Sea Scrolls of Isaiah agree with the Hebrew Masoretic Text (the Hebrew Old Testament along
with the vowel points to aid in pronunciation). The earliest Masoretic Text which we have is dated c.900
A.D. Almost no changes have occurred in the Book of Isaiah. Isaiah 53, for example, contains only one
word of three letters which is in doubt after nearly eleven hundred years of copying. In a chapter of 166
words, only 17 were different – 10 were spelling and 4 were conjunctions.

Actually, the Masoretic Text is the true text, not the Dead Sea Scrolls, even though the Scrolls are more
than a thousand years older. The Dead Sea material was not written by Jews who were given the charge
by God to protect them. They were not of the tribe of Levi. They were Essenes, a Jewish cult of ascetics
whose teachings were rife with heresies.

Similarly, the Septuagint manuscripts exhibit considerable significant differences among themselves and
disagree with the Hebrew Masoretic Text in many places. Both cannot be correct. As the Hebrew
Masoretic text is the inerrant, infallible Word of God – the Septuagint should be seen as spurious and
rejected. We cannot even be certain that the LXX which we have extant today (c.350 A.D.) is a faithful
reproduction of the c.285-250 B.C. original – if such a translation actually existed in the first place.
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For ever, O LORD,

thy word is settled in heaven.

Psalm 119:89

And it is easier for heaven and earth to pass,
than one tittle of the law to fail.

Luke 16:17
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III. THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE LXX

DOES THE NEW TESTAMENT QUOTE FROM THE SEPTUAGINT?

It is agreed by all that the Septuagint is far from perfect, and no claim has been advanced by modern
scholarship for the divine inspiration of the translators (although Augustine so claimed, Jerome severely
ridiculed this notion). Several different paths must now be examined in order to fully address the issue
under question.

A. DIRECT HEBREW - LXX COMPARISONS
There are about 263 direct quotations from the Old Testament in the New. Among the most thorough
analysis of these is that of Thomas Hartwell Horne.1 Like many others, he has classified the passages
in question into various groupings. Horne gives 14 different categories viz.: quotations exactly agreeing
with the Hebrew, those nearly agreeing with the Hebrew, etc. Often the same passage may fall equally
well into more than one grouping. This results in much overlapping so that the total citations from the
14 categories exceed the 263 direct references.

The following quotation not only reveals and confirms the status to which the LXX is held among today's
scholars (as was reported at the onset of this study), it clearly discloses Horne's frame of reference
regarding the entire issue before us:2

"A considerable difference of opinion exists among some learned men, whether the Evangelists
and other writers of the New Testament quoted the Old Testament from the Hebrew, or from the
venerable Greek version, usually called the Septuagint. Others, however, are of opinion, that they
did not confine themselves exclusively to either; and this appears most probable." (author's italics)

Although "considerable difference of opinion" still exists, the scales have sharply swung toward Horne's
"most probable" view since 1846 when these words were penned. Whereas nearly all acknowledge the
general corruptness of the LXX and thus usually favor the Hebrew, most now believe that they may "pick
and choose" between the two in order to establish the "correct" text.

Among Horne's groupings, one finds that 71 selections exactly agree with the Hebrew and another 69
very nearly do. A further 37 agree with the Hebrew in sense but not in words, and 5 are the result of
combining pieces of several O.T. passages to form a single thought. It is often difficult to determine from
what particular O.T. passages these latter five are derived. A group of 16 read so differently from the
Hebrew that they are seen as not actually being intended as citations but merely paraphrases.

Horne lists 85 New Testament passages in the category that correspond almost verbatim to the
Septuagint, hence he assumes (as do nearly all others) that they were taken from the LXX. He refers
to this as "category I". A further 49 depicting somewhat less precise agreement appears in category II.
Another 37 citations in category III have the same meaning as rendered by the LXX, but are expressed
in different words. Finally, 11 fall in the group that agrees more closely with the Hebrew, and 23 are
placed in the category containing those that differ both from the Hebrew and the LXX.

1 Thomas Hartwell Horne, An Introduction to the Critical Study and Knowledge of the Holy
Scriptures, 9th ed., Vol. II, (London, Eng: Spottiswoode and Shaw, 1846), pp. 281-346.

2 Ibid., p. 281.
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This author has thoroughly examined and compared each of Horne's citations as well as another
exhaustive compilation. My rigorous independent analysis yielded far different results than those of
Horne and many other commentaries, encyclopedias, Bible dictionaries etc. They pretend that these
passages are undeniable indicators – indeed, veritable "proof texts" – that the New Testament writers
were quoting from the LXX rather than the Hebrew Masoretic text. Great exception is taken by the
current author (FNJ) - yea, he vehemently challenges, disputes and calls into question the contentions
published therein.

Special scrutiny was given to those passages that were said to be "quotations agreeing verbatim with the
Septuagint, or only changing the Person, Number & c. (sic) [Case]", designated heretofore as category
I. Exceptional effort was put forth on that category because its contents represented the 85 best
examples, the absolutely most impressive evidence, in support of their thesis. Though equal energy has
been given in the investigation of the 49 passages contained in the second category and the 37 in the
third, only examples from category I have been chosen for inclusion in this work. This was done to set
at naught the unjust accusation that this author was merely "nit-picking", being unfair, out of context,
avoiding the most undeniable proof or – at the very least – puerile.

HEBREW

SEPTUAGINT NEW TESTAMENT

1. Deuteronomy 6:16
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Thou shall not tempt the
LORD your God,

2. Hosea 6:6
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I desired mercy and not
sacrifice;
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Leviticus 19:18
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Thou shalt love thy neighbour
as thyself:
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The stone which the builders
refused is become
the head stone of the corner.
This is the LORD'S doing, and
it is marvellous
in our eyes.

Deuteronomy 6:16
ouk CkTrCLpa(YCLç kupLoT)
ToT) OCoT) (You
Thou shalt not tempt the Lord
thy God.

Hosea 6:6
CXCoç OCXQ) r Ou(YLaT)

I desire mercy rather than
sacrifice;

Leviticus 19:18
kaL ayaTrr(YCLç ToT)
TrXr(YLoT) (You Q)ç (YCauToT)
And thou shalt love thy neigh-
bour as thyself.

Psalm 118:22-23
XLOoT) oT) aTrC8okLJa(YaT) oL
oLko8oJouT)TCç ouToç CyCT)rOr
CLç kC4aXrT) yQ)T)Laç Trapa
kupLou CyCT)CTo auTr kaL
C(YTLT) OauJa(YTr CT)
o4OaXJoLç rJQ)T)

The stone which the builders
rejected, the same is become the
head of the corner: this was
from the Lord (or, the Lord's
doing); and it is
wonderful in our eyes?

Matthew 4:7
ouk CkTrCLpa(YCLç kupLoT)
ToT) qCoT) (You
Thou shalt not tempt the Lord
thy God.

Matthew 9:13

CXCoT) OCXQ) kaL ou
Ou(YLaT)
I will have mercy, and not
sacrifice:

Matthew 19:19

ayaTrr(YCLç ToT) TrXr(YLoT)
(You Q)ç (YCau To T)
Thou shalt love thy neighbour
as thyself.

Matthew 21:42
XLOoT) oT) aTrC8okLJa(YaT) oL
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oLko8oJouT)TCç ouToç CyCT)rOr
CLç kC4aXrT) yQ)T)Laç Trapa
kupLou CyCT)CTo auTr kaL
C(YTLT) OauJa(YTr CT)
o4OaXJoLç rJQ)T)

The stone which the builders
rejected, the same is become the
head of the corner: this is the
Lord's doing,
and it is marvellous
in our eyes?

HEBREW
SEPTUAGINT NEW TESTAMENT
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5. Exodus 3:6
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I am the God of thy father, the
God of Abraham, the God of
Isaac, and the God of Jacob.

6.
Psalm 110:1
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The LORD said unto my Lord,
Sit thou at my right hand, until
I make thine enemies thy
footstool.

7. Psalm 69:10(KJ=9)
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The zeal of thine house hath
eaten me up.
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Psalm 109:8
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let another take his office.
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Psalm 2:1-2
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Why did the nations rage,
and the people imagine
a vain thing?
The kings of the earth set
themselves, and the
rulers take counsel together,
against the Lord, and against
his Anointed.

Exodus 3:6
E)'Q) ELiL o Ocoç Tou TraTpoç
(You, Ocoç a13paai, kaL Ocoç
L(Yaak, kaL Ocoç LakQ)13.

I am the God of thy father, the
God of Abraham, and the God of
Isaac, and the God of Jacob.

Psalm 110:1
ELTrEV o kupLoç TQ) kupLQ) iou
kaOou ck dexLQ)V iou EQ)ç aV OQ)
Touç ExOpouç (You

uTroTroSLoV TQ)V Tro8Q)V (You

The LORD said unto my Lord,
Sit at my right hand, until I
make thine enemies
thy footstool.

Psalm 68:9 (KJ=69:9)
o CflXoç Tou oLkou (You
aTc4a)'cV ie
The zeal for thine house hath
consumed me.

Psalm 109:8
kaL TflV cTrL(YkoTrflV auTou
Xa13oL eTepoç
and let another take his office,
[or bishoprick].

Psalm 2:1-2
o SLa (YToiaToç da13L8 Tou
TraLSoç (You ELTrQ)V LVaTL
c4puaxaV €OVfl kaL XaoL
qiEXETfl(YaV kEVa
TrapE(YTfl(YaV oL 13a(YLXELç
Tflç )'flç kaL oL apXoVTEç
(YuVflD(Ofl(YaV cTrL To auTo
kaTa Tou kupLou kaL
kaTa Tou XpL(YTou auTou

Why did the nations rage,
and the people imagine (or
mediate) vain things?
The kings of the earth stood
up, (or combined), and the
rulers assembled together
against the Lord and
his Anointed.

Mathew 22:32
E)'Q) ELiL o Ocoç a13paai kaL
o Ocoç L(Yaak kaL o Ocoç
LakQ)13.

I am the God of Abraham, and
the God of Isaac, and the God of
Jacob.

Mathew 22:44
ELTrEV o kupLoç TQ) kupLQ) iou
kaOou ck dexLQ)V iou EQ)ç aV OQ)
Touç ExOpouç (You
ITroTroSLoV TQ)V Tro8Q)V (You

The LORD said unto my Lord,
Sit thou on my right hand, till I
make thine enemies
thy footstool.

John 2:17
o CflXoç Tou oLkou
(You aTc4a)'cV iE
The zeal of thine house hath
eaten me up.

Acts 1:20
kaL TflV ETrL(YkoTrflV
auTou Xa13oL cTcpoç
and his bishoprick let another
take.

Acts 4:25-26
o SLa (YToiaToç da13L8 Tou
TraLSoç (You ELTrQ)V LVaTL
c4puaxaV EOVfl kaL XaoL
qiEXETfl(YaV kEVa
TrapE(YTfl(YaV oL 13a(YLXELç
Tflç )'flç kaL oL apXoVTEç
(YuVflD(Ofl(YaV cTrL To auTo
kaTa Tou kupLou kaL
kaTa Tou XpL(YTou auTou

Why did the heathen rage,
and the people imagine
vain things?
The kings of the earth stood
up, and the
rulers were gathered together
against the Lord, and against
his Christ.

HEBREW
SEPTUAGINT NEW TESTAMENT
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10. Psalm 2:7
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Thou art my Son, this day
have I begotten thee.

11.
Genesis 17:5
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a father of many nations. have
I made thee.
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Genesis 15:5
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So shall thy seed
be.

13. Psalm 44:22(23)
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For thy sake we are killed all
the day long; we are counted as
sheep for the slaughter.

14.

Genesis 21:12
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for, In Isaac shall thy seed be
called.

15.
Genesis 25:23
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The elder shall serve the
younger.

16.
Malachi 1:2-3
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I loved Jacob, and
I hated Esau.

17.
Isaiah 1:9-10
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Psalm 2:7
uLoc Jou EL (Yu EyQ)
(Y11JEPoT) yEyET)T)11kn
(YE

Thou art my Son, this day
have I begotten thee.

Genesis 17:5
TnTEPn 'rroXXQ)T) EOT)Q)T)
TEOELkn (YE
I have made thee the father of
many nations.

Genesis 15:5
ouTQ)c E(YTnL To (YTEPJn
(You
So shall thy seed be.

Psalm 44:22
oTL ET)Ekn (You OnT)nTouJEOn
oX11T) T11T) 11JEPnT)
EXoyL(YO11JET) Q)c TrPo13nTn
(Y4ny11c!

For, for thy sake we are killed
all the day long; and accounted
as sheep for the slaughter.

Genesis 2 1:12
oTL ET) L(Ynnk
kX11O11(YETnL (YoL
(YTEPJn!

for, In Isaac shall thy seed be
called.

Genesis 25:23
knL o JELCQ)T)
SouXEu(YEL TQ)
EXn(Y(YoT)L
And the elder shall serve the
younger.

Malachi 1:2-3
knL 11yn'F11(Yn ToT)
LnkQ)13, ToT) knL 11(Ynu
EJL(Y11(Yn

Yet I loved Jacob, and
hated Esau.

Isaiah 1:9
knL EL J11 kuPLoc (Yn13nQ)O
EyknTEXLTrET) 11JLT)
(YTrEPJn Q)c (YoSoJn nT)
EyET)11O11JET) knL Q)c
yoJoPPn nT) Q)JoLQ)O11JET)

Acts 13:33
uLoc Jou EL (Yu EyQ)
(Y11JEPoT) yEyET)T)11kn
(YE

Thou art my Son, this day
have I begotten thee.

Romans 4:17
'rrnTEPn 'rroXXQ)T) EOT)Q)T)
TEOELkn (YE
I have made thee a father of
many nations.

Romans 4:18
ouTQ)c E(YTnL To (YTEPJn
(You
So shall thy seed be.

Romans 8:36
oTL ET)Ekn (You OnT)nTouJEOn
oX11T) T11T) 11JEPnT)
EXoyL(YO11JET) Q)c TrPo13nTn
(Y4ny11c!

For thy sake we are killed all
the day long; we are accounted
as sheep for the slaughter.

Romans 9:7
nXX ET) L(Ynnk
kX11011(YETnL (YoL
(Y'EPJn!

but, In Isaac shall thy seed be
called.

Romans 9:12
o JELCQ)T)
SouXEu(YEL TQ)
EXn(Y(YoT)L
The elder shall serve the
younger.

Romans 9:13
ToT) LnkQ)13 11yn'F11(Yn
ToT) SE 11(Ynu EJL(Y11(Yn

Jacob have I loved, but
Esau have I hated.

Romans 9:29
EL J11 kuPLoc (Yn13nQ)O
EyknTEXLTrET) 11JLT) (YTEPJn
Q)c (YoSoJn nT) EyET)11O11JET)
knL Q)c yoJoPPn nT)
Q)JoLQ)O11JET)

HEBREW
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Except the Lord of Hosts had
left us a very small remant, we
should have been as Sodom and
we should have been like unto
Gomorrha.

18.

Deuteronomy 32:2 1
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I will move them to jealousy
with those which are not a
people; I will provoke them to
anger by a foolish nation.

19.

Psalm 69:10 (Eng=9)
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The reproaches of them that
reproached thee are fallen on
me.

20. Psalm 117:1
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Praise the Lord, all ye nations:
praise him, all ye people.

21. Deuteronomy 25:4
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Thou shalt not muzzle the ox
when he treadeth out the corn.

22.

Exodus 32:6
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The people sat down to eat and
to drink, and rose up to play.

23.

Psalm 24:1
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The earth is the Lord's, and
the fulness thereof.

Had not the Lord of Hosts left
us a seed, we should have been
as Sodom, and made like
Gomorrha.

Deuteronomy 32:21
kayQ) TrapaCflXQ)GQ) auTouc
ETr ouk EOT)EL ETrL EOT)EL
aOuT)ETQ) TrapopyLQ) auTouc.
I will provoke them by what is
not a nation. By a foolish
nation will I vex them.

Psalm 69:10
oL oT)EL8LGIJoL TQ)T)
oT)ELSLCoT)TQ)T) GE
ETrETrEGoT) ETr EIJE.
On me have fallen the re-
proaches of them that re-
proached thee.

Psalm 117:1
aLT)ELTE ToT) kupLoT)
TraT)Ta Ta EOT)fl ,
ETraLT )EGaTE auToT )
TraT)TEc oL XaoL.
Praise the Lord, all ye nations.
Praise him, all ye peoples.

Deuteronomy 25:4
ou 4LIJQ)GELc 13ouT)
aXoQ)T)Ta.

Thou shalt not muzzle an ox
treading out corn.

Exodus 32:6
kaL EkaULGET) o Xaoc
4ayELT) kaL TrLELT) kaL
aT)EGTflGaT)
TraL CELT)
And the people sat down to eat
and drink, and rose up to play.

Psalm 24:1
Tou kupLou fl yfl, kaL To
TrXflpQ)IJa auTflc.
The earth is the Lord's, and
the fulness thereof.

Except the Lord of Sabaoth had
left us a seed, we had been as
Sodoma, and been made like
unto Gomorrha.

Romans 10:19
EyQ) TrapaCflXQ)GQ) uIJac ETr
ouk EOT)EL ETrL EOT)EL
aGuT)ETQ) TrapopyLQ) uIJac.
I will provoke you to jealousy by
them that are no people, and by
a foolish nation I will anger you.

Romans 15:3
oL oT)ELSLGIJoL TQ)T)
oT)ELSLCoT)TQ)T) GE
ETrETrEGoT) ETr EIJE.
The reproaches of them that
reproached thee fell on me.

Romans 15:11
aLT)ELTE ToT) kupLoT)
TraT)Ta Ta EOT)fl kaL
ETraLT)EGaTE auToT) TraT)TEc
oL XaoL.
Praise the Lord, all ye Gentiles;
and laud him, all ye people.

1 Corinthians 9:9
ou 4LIJQ)GELc 13ouT)
aXoQ)T)Ta.
Thou shalt not muzzle the
mouth of the ox that treadeth
out the corn.

1 Corinthians 10:7
EkaOLGET) o Xaoc 4ayELT)
kaL TrLELT) kaL
aT)EGTflGaT) TraLCELT)

The people sat down to eat and
drink, and rose up to play.

1 Corinthians 10:26
Tou yap kupLou fl yfl kaL
To TrXflpQ)IJa auTflc.
For the earth is the Lord's, and
the fulness thereof.

HEBREW

SEPTUAGINT NEW TESTAMENT
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24. Psalm 8:6
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Thou hast put all things under
his feet.

25.

Isaiah 22:13
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let us eat and drink; for to
morrow we die.

26.

Psalm 116:10
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I believed, therefore
have I spoken;

27.
Psalm 112:9
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He hath dispersed; he hath
given to the poor; his right-
eousness endureth for ever.

28.

Psalm 104:4
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Who maketh his angels
spirits, his ministers a flaming
fire.

29. Psalm 8:4-6
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What is man, that thou art
mindful of him? And the son of
man, that thou visitest him?
For thou madest him a little
lower than the angels; and hast
crowned him with glory and
honour. Thou madest him to
have dominion over the works
of thy hands: thou hast

Psalm 8:6
traT)Ta utrETaxac utrokaTQ)
TQ)T) troSQ)T) auTou.
Thou hast put all things under
his feet.

Isaiah 22:13
4ayQ)IJET) kaL trLQ)IiET)
aupLoT) yap
atroOT)flokomET).
let us eat and drink; for to
morrow we die.

Psalm 116:10
EtrLGTEuGa, SLo EXaXfloa

I believed; therefore
I spake.

Psalm 112:9
EOkoptrLGET) ESQ)kET) ToLc
trET)fl0LT) fl SLkaLoOuT)fl
auTou JET)EL ELc ToT)
aLQ)T)a Tou aLQ)T)oc.
He hath dispersed; he hath
given to the needy; his right-
eousness shall endure for
ever.
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Psalm 104:4
o troLQ)T) Touc ayyEXouc
auTou trT)EuiaTa kaL Touc
XELToup-youc auTou trup
4XEyoT).
Who maketh winds his
messengers, and flaming fire
his ministers.

Psalm 8:4-6
TL EGTLT) aT)OpQ)troc oTL
JLLT)fl0kfl auTou; fl uLoc
aT)OpQ)trou oTL EtrL0kEtrTfl
auToT) flXaTTQ)-Gac auToT)
3pa,(u TL trap ayyEXouc
S o x f l  k a L  T L 1 f l
Es-TE4aT)Q)rac auToT) kaL
kaTEGTfl-Gac auToT) EtrL Ta
Epya TQ)T) XELpQ)T) Gou traT)Ta
utrETaxac utrokaTQ) TQ)T)
troSQ)T) auTou.

What is man, that thou
shouldest be mindful of him? or
the son of man, that thou
shouldest visit him? Thou
madest him a little lower than
angels; with glory and honour,
hast thou crowned him, and set
him over the works of thy
hands. Thou hast put all

1 Corinthians 15:27
traT)Ta yap utrETaxET) utro
Touc troSac auTou.
For he hath put all things
under his feet.

1 Corinthians 15:32
4ayQ)IiET) kaL trLQ)iET)
aupLoT) yap atroOT)flokoiET).
let us eat and drink; for to
morrow we die.

2 Corinthians 4:13
EtrLGTEuGa SLo EXaXflGa

I believed, and therefore
have I spoken;

2 Corinthians 9:9
E0koptrLGET) ESQ)kET) ToLc
trET)flOLT) fl SLkaLoOuT)fl
auTou JET)EL ELc ToT)
aLQ)T)a.
He hath dispersed abroad; he
hath given to the poor: his
righteousness remaineth for
ever.

Hebrews 1:7
o troLQ)T) Touc ayyEXouc
auTou trT)EuiaTa kaL Touc
XELToup-youc auTou trupoc
4Xoya.
Who maketh his angels
spirits, and his ministers a
flame of fire.

Hebrews 2:6-8
TL EGTLT) aT)OpQ)troc oTL
mLmT)flOkfl auTou fl uLoc
aT)OpQ)trou oTL EtrL0kEtrTfl
auToT) flXaTTQ)-sac auToT)
3paXu TL trap ayyEXouc
S o x f l  k aL  TL I I f l
Es-TE4aT)Q)rac auToT) kaL
kaTEGTfl-Gac auToT) EtrL Ta
Epya TQ)T) XELpQ)T) Gou traT)Ta
utrETaxac utrokaTQ) TQ)T)
troSQ)T) auTou.

What is man, that thou art
mindful of him? or the son of
man, that thou visitest him?
Thou madest him a little lower
than the angels; thou crownedst
him with glory and
honour, and didst set him over
the works of thy hands: Thou
hast put all things in sub-
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put all things under his feet.

things under his feet. jection under his feet.

30. Psalm 110:4
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Thou art a priest for ever after
the order of Melchisedec.

31. Genesis 22:16-17
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By myself have I sworn, saith
the Lord, . ...
that in blessing I will bless thee,
and in multiplying I will
multiply thy seed.

32. Deuteronomy 32:36
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The Lord shall judge
his people.

Psalm 110:4
0I) LErEI)ç ELç ToT) GLu)T)G
KGTG TflT) TGxLT)
JEXXL0ESEK.
Thou art a priest for ever after
the order of Melchisedek.

Genesis 22:16-17
XEyu)T), KGT EJGI)ToI) u)JoGG,
XEyEL KI)pLoç -- H JflT)
EI)Xoyu)T) EI)XoyflGu) GE KGL
TrXflOI)T)u)T) TrXflOI)T)u) To
GTrEPJG GoI).
Saying, By myself have I
sworn, saith the Lord, -- with
blessings, I will indeed bless
thee, and I will multiply thy
seed abundantly.

Deuteronomy 32:36
oTL KrLT)EL KI)rLoç ToT)
XGoT) GI)ToI).
Because the Lord will judge
his people.

Hebrews 5:6
(TI) LEpEI)ç ELç ToT) GLu)T)G
KGTG TflT) TGxLT)
JEXXLGESEK.
Thou art a priest for ever after
the order of Melchisedec.

Hebrews 6:13-14
o OEoç ... u)JoGET) KGO
EGI)ToI) XEyu)T) fl JflT)
EI)Xoyu)T)
EI)XoyflGu) GE KGL
TrXflOI)T)u)T) TrXflOI)T)u)
GE.

God ... sware by himself, Say-
ing, Surely blessing I will
bless thee, and multiplying I
will multiply thee.

Hebrews 10:30
KI)rLoç KrLT)EL ToT)
XGoT) GI)ToI).
The Lord shall judge
his people.

Although the reader may not possess the language skills necessary to make a full determination as to
the exact significance and extent of the comparisons, the truth with regard to the situation before us may
clearly be ascertained by all who thoroughly analyze the foregoing.1

The investigation was able to readily access the languages in question as Horne's volume gives the
Hebrew and Greek directly above each passage. It is willingly conceded that, especially in the shorter
phrases and clauses found in their lists, the LXX sometimes agrees precisely verbatim with the N.T. in
its Greek wording. However, usually the Hebrew concurs exactly.

Examples have been deliberately selected that most clearly depict the illegitimate nature of their claim.
As one can see on the previous pages, no essential difference exists between the Hebrew or Greek O.T.
readings. Remember, these are all taken from category I, the group that best matches the LXX and is
the chief witness for the opposing viewpoint. Therefore no fault may rightly be laid against this author
regardless of which passages he selected. This is especially true since such a

1 Other writers give numbers differing from Horne. For example, Terence Brown attributes 88 to
category I, 64 to II and 37 to III. No matter, for the results are the same.

Admittedly, there are two readings that seem to strongly favor the LXX - yet, upon closer examination,
they do not. These are Genesis 46:27 compared with Acts 7:14 and Deuteronomy 32:43 compared to
Hebrews 1:6. Both are examined at length within the scope of our analysis and may be found on pages
41 and 44 respectively. A third taken from category II (Psalm 40:6-9 cp. to Hebrews 10:5-7), is dissected
for study on p. 44.

Moreover, our grand total for categories I, II and III is 94 examples out of the 171 selected passages
that depict no material difference between the Hebrew and the LXX. A further 29 offer no real
difference but very slightly favor the LXX while 7 others lean very slightly toward the Hebrew. There
are 19 that favor the LXX and 9 that have a bias toward the Hebrew. Of those remaining, 3 are
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protracted statements wherein part reads more like the Hebrew and part like the LXX, and another
3 are not quotations but only allusions. Finally, 3 readings strongly favor the Hebrew over the LXX and
4 readings seem to strongly favor the LXX, of which we "expose" three (see p. 39 through p. 44 ). The
fourth simply was never intended to be a direct citation in the first place.
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liberal sampling has been given, i.e., 32 of the 85 (nearly 40%). At the same time, effort has been
made so as not to present too many that the reader may become fatigued.

The investigation of "category I" concluded that of the 85 citations offered by Horne, 49 (58%) depict no
material difference between the Hebrew and the LXX. A further 17 offer no real difference but very
slightly favor the LXX, and one leans very slightly toward the Hebrew. There are 9 that favor the LXX
and one that has a bias toward the Hebrew. Of the remaining 8, 3 are protracted statements wherein
part reads more like the Hebrew and part like the LXX. Another three are not quotations at all but
merely allusions.

Having painstakingly completed the study, this author now dares ask "How and why is it so vigorously
maintained that the New Testament is quoting from the Septuagint and not from the Hebrew?" Their
thesis that the New Testament writers were quoting from the Septuagint rather than the Hebrew lies
exposed – laid bare as specious and vacuous. And yet, there is more.

B. IRREFUTABLE INTERNAL EVIDENCE1

From a Bible honoring frame of reference, there is strong internal evidence that challenges the
authenticity of the existence of a pre-Christian era LXX or, more precisely, if such an entity had existed,
Jesus and His apostles did not use it. That is, there are various references in the New Testament which
clearly demonstrate that the Lord Jesus referred to the Hebrew Old Testament rather than to the Greek
Septuagint or any other version.

(1)
Mat. 5:17,18 Think not that I am come to destroy the law or the Prophets: I am not come to

destroy, but to fulfill. For verily I say unto you, Till heaven and earth pass, one jot or one tittle
shall in no wise pass from the law, till all be fulfilled.

The reference to the "Law or the Prophets" is a reference to the two major portions of the tripartite
Hebrew Canon, (the third is called the Writings). Yet more to the point, our Lord's reference to "jot" and
"tittle" could only refer to the Hebrew and not the Greek Old Testament! The Greek alphabet has neither
jot nor tittle. Only the Hebrew alphabet contains "jots" (the letter "yod", i.e., y which is about one third
normal height of the other Hebrew letters) and "tittles" (the minute "horns" or extensions seen on the
letters d, r, b, p,  etc.).

(2)

Mat. 7:12 ... Law and the Prophets

(3)
Mat. 11:13 ... all the Prophets and the Law

(4)
Mat. 22:40 ... all the Law and the Prophets

(5) Luke 24:27,44 And beginning at Moses and all the prophets, He expounded unto them in all the
Scriptures the things concerning Himself ... These are the words which I spake unto you, while
I was yet with you, that all things must be fulfilled, which were written in the Law of Moses, and
in the Prophets, and in the Psalms, concerning me.

Here is a very clear indication of the threefold division of the Hebrew Canon into Law, Prophets and
Psalms (which appears first in order in the Writings). The Septuagint, interspersed as it is with the books
of the Apocrypha, does not have this threefold division2 – consequently, Christ was not using it. Selah!
(i.e., "pause and meditate", a Hebrew expression occurring 71 times in the O.T.).

1 Waite, ASV, NASV, & NIV Departures From Traditional Hebrew & Greek Texts, op. cit., pp. A-xiv &
xv. Credit for nearly all the insights in this section rightly belongs to Dr. Waite.

2 Waite, ASV, NASV, & NIV Departures From Traditional Hebrew & Greek Texts, op. cit., p. A-xv.
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(6)

Luke 4:16-21 ... He went into the Synagogue on the Sabbath day, and stood up for to read.

And there was delivered unto Him the book of the prophet Esaias (Isaiah).

Since the language used by the Jews in their synagogues was Hebrew, we can be certain that the scroll
which was delivered to Him was written in Hebrew.1 Even today the Jews read and use Hebrew in their
Synagogues as it is their only "holy language"2 – the one in which their Scriptures were originally
written. The Lord Jesus Christ showed great respect for the Old Testament Word and upheld it
completely.

(7)

Mat. 23:35 ... That upon you may come all the righteous blood of righteous Abel unto the

blood of Zacharias son of Barachias, whom ye slew between the temple and the altar.

By this reference, the Lord intended to charge the scribes and Pharisees with the blood of all the
righteous people shed in the entire Old Testament.3 One may inquire, but how can one know that this
is His intent? Abel is found in Genesis 4 which is the first book in the Hebrew Bible, whereas the account
of Zacharias is found in II Chronicles 24:20-22 (O.T. spelling = Zechariah). If one examines a Hebrew
Bible, he finds that II Chronicles is the very last book within that volume (i.e., it is the last book in the
third section, the Writings). Thus, "Abel unto Zacharias"4 is but another way of saying "from beginning
to end" or "from the first to the last."

If, on the other hand, one looks at a Septuagint edition, such as the scholarly work edited by Alfred
Rahlfs,5 he finds that it ends with Daniel followed by "Bel and the Dragon"! Dr. D.A. Waite has rightly
detected that this is a clear proof that our Savior referred to and used the Hebrew and not the Greek Old
Testament6. It is submitted that the Apostles would have followed their Master's lead and continued this
policy.

THE OBJECTION AGAINST THE HEBREW MASORETIC TEXT ANALYZED

Nevertheless, the objection is often voiced that we cannot take the Masoretic Text as the proper basis of
the Old Testament translation process because the N.T. allegedly quotes from the LXX, thereby
sanctioning that translation as a whole!7 Let us analyze this objection.

Does the N.T. actually quote from the LXX? The highly fable-like, embellished nature of the "history" of
its origin coupled with the absence of any extant LXX papyri older than A.D. 1201 leave

1 Horne, An Introduction to the Critical Study and Knowledge of the Holy Scriptures, op. cit., fn. 2, p.
291. Many other references could be cited. The matter is not controvertible.

2 Waite, ASV, NASV, & NIV Departures From Traditional Hebrew & Greek Texts, op. cit., p. A-xv.

3 Ibid., pp. A-xvi & A-xvii.

4 Most scholarship is in agreement with this identification of the Zacharias cited here in Mat. 23:35 as
being that of the priest in II Chronicles 24. However, it is true that the reference could be to the prophet
Zechariah (compare Zechariah 1:1). If this be the correct interpretation, the Lord Jesus is still making
the same charge, but in this instance it would be understood to be in terms of "time" rather than
"position" in Scripture. That is, that Able was the first martyr recorded in the Holy Writ of the O.T. and
the prophet Zechariah the last therein (i.e., that Malachi was not martyred). As Zechariah's death is
not mentioned in the book of Zechariah, this would constitute a N.T. revelation as to his end which
would have heretofore been known among the Jews via oral attestation. In such case, Zechariah would
be included among those mentioned in Hebrews 11:36-38.

5 Septuagint, Alfred Rahlfs (ed.), 3rd ed., (New York: American Bible Society, 1949; orig. pub. 1935),
p. 870, cp. p. 936.
6 Waite, ASV, NASV, & NIV Departures From Traditional Hebrew & Greek
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Texts, op. cit., p. A-xvii. 7 Ibid., p. A-xx.
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justifiable cause to doubt that such an entity as a B.C. Septuagint ever existed. How then may we be
certain that the present text of the LXX is not merely that found in the Greek O.T. translations of the
second century A.D. by Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion – as edited by Origen in his Hexapla (q.v.
p. 22 and p. 23).2 If this were the actual case, this text would be younger than that of the N.T. As such,
those translators would have been revising the O.T. quotes from the N.T. rather than vice versa!

After all, does a mere similarity in wording of the N.T. to that of the Greek O.T. necessarily mean that
they were direct quotations?3 Is not God the Holy Spirit, who inspired the very words of the O.T. (and
the N.T.), free to select the words He wishes to communicate in the N.T.? Does it necessarily follow that
He is bound to repeat exactly His own words on every occasion in which He refers to the O.T. Hebrew
text? Does He not have liberty to alter, restate, and moreover tailor these citations to better fit the
current situation, times or culture by adding to, or subtracting from that text for the sake of clarity as
He presents truth in the New Testament?

As a matter of fact, the very same citations are frequently contracted by some of the four Evangelists,
whereas often enlarged by others. These differences may be accounted for by the differing occasions on
which they were brought to bear and the different designs they were intended to accomplish.

Occasionally, the N.T. writer did not intend to give a direct quote, but merely a combination of parts of
several O.T. Scriptures. These were shortened for the sake of brevity due to various predicaments or
conditions and brought to bear on applicable situations. Other times, they were led to express briefly the
sense but not the words of the former prophets and scribes. Not infrequently, the writer is inspired to
abridge part of a verse or story only to then add a clause by way of explanation. It is thereby precarious
and imprudent to presume that because a New Testament passage does not precisely quote the O.T.,
either a corruption of some sort must surely exist or that the writer is quoting from another source.
Although such be the vogue of the day, faith demands better.

Even if the Hebrew text had been translated into Greek prior to the time of Christ, and it must be
acknowledged that this possibility exists, it does not follow that because there are some instances in
which a similarity in wording which resembles the Greek O.T. more closely than the Hebrew that such
constitutes conclusive proof that the Greek O.T. is somehow superior to the Masoretic Text. God did not
inspire the Greek words of the O.T. – only the original Hebrew words!4 At best, such a Greek O.T. would
be but a translation of the God given Hebrew text. After all, the divine oracles were given to Israel (Rom.
3:1-3). This is a very important distinction which must be borne in mind in this vital matter of O.T.
translation. As a translation, the most that could be achieved would be equality and even equality would
require, at the very least, the Providential hand of God over the entire matter. However, when we
consider the external and more especially the internal evidence heretofore offered, we have no indication
whatever that this has occurred with regard to the LXX.
Again, with regard to the origin of the Septuagint, the first real solid evidence of a Greek O.T. is in the
group of new translations that took place in the second century A.D. These are, of course, those

1 There does exist a single exception, namely the Ryland Papyrus (No. 458), which has a few portions
of Deuteronomy 23-2 8 on it. This piece of papyrus is dated 150 B.C. (date is questioned). However, the
existence of a single sheet does not mean that it represents a complete version or an "authorized"
translation or the existence of a Greek translation with widespread acceptance and usage prior to and
during the time of Christ and the Apostles. It could, for example, be no more than the remains of a
private study endeavor or that of an individual practicing his translating skills, etc.

2 Waite, ASV, NASV, & NIV Departures From Traditional Hebrew & Greek Texts, op. cit., p. A-xx.

3 Ibid.

4 Ibid.
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of Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion, beside the scanty remnants of further anonymous versions.
The possibility therefore exists that these works are themselves the first Septuagints.1

If such is the actual situation, it would follow that Origen's fifth column, rather than being a revision and
restoration of a B.C. Greek translation, is nothing more than his own version and that Origen used the
labors of these three Ebionites to assist him in his endeavor. The explanation of the close agreement
between the New Testament quotes and the "LXX" would then be the exact reverse of that which is being
offered by nearly all expositors. That is, rather than Jesus and the Apostles referring to and quoting from
the Septuagint, the producers of the Septuagint were writing after the fact by nearly a hundred years
and thus had access to New Testament documents. With these New Testament readings before them,
they then altered parts of the Hebrew Old Testament as they translated it into Greek, forcing them to
better match the New Testament quotations.

WHY THEN DO CONSERVATIVES UPHOLD THE LXX?

If there is such a dearth of hard evidence to prove the existence of a pre-Christian Septuagint, the
question arises as to why such an entity is so universally accepted within fundamental conservative
circles? Why has the Christian community accepted almost by faith alone the salient parts of this story?
Other than that of "tradition", this author has been able to identify only two reasons why, in conservative
judgment, such a posture is deemed necessary.

A. TO DEFEND "VIRGIN" IN ISAIAH 7:14

The first2 is that the Septuagint is viewed in most conservative, Bible believing communities as the chief
obstacle in the path of the radical scholars who wish to change the translation of the Hebrew word
"almah" in Isaiah 7:14 from "virgin" to "young woman."3

The immediate and decisive proof that "almah" means virgin in Isaiah is found in the inspired
declaration of the apostle Matthew: "Behold, a virgin [Greek = "parthenos" = 'rrapOcvoc] shall be with
child and shall bring forth a son, and they shall call his name Emmanuel, which being interpreted is, God
with us" (1:23).

The enemies of the Gospel have not hesitated to charge that Matthew misrepresented the content of
Isaiah. Aquila, the Ebionite (80-135 A.D.), conjectured that the Greek word "parthenos" of Matthew 1:23
was not the virgin Mary, but represented a corruption in the original text. According to Aquila, Jesus was
the bastard son of Mary and a blond Roman soldier of German lineage named "pantheras".4 Remember,
Aquila translated "almah" into the Greek word "neanis" rather than "parthenos" in order to perpetuate
his hatred for the Christ.

The Hebrew word "almah" (rIth3Y) occurs only seven times in the O.T.5 It should be rendered "virgin"

in Isaiah for although "almah" could mean "young woman", every time it is used in the Old

1 This and the following paragraph is Dr. Peter S. Ruckman's thesis. These conclusions are the natural
logical deduction that would follow if Professor Paul Kahle is correct in his assessment that there never
was an LXX prior to Christian times (See Reumann’s synopsis of Kahle’s study, Vid. supra p. 22.).
Indeed, Ruckman is not alone in championing this position. Dr. D.A. Waite [ASV, NASV, & NIV
Departures, op. cit., p. A-xx], and Dr. Samuel C. Gipp [The Answer Book, (Shelbyville, TN: Bible &
Literature Missionary Foundation Pub., 1989), pp. 45-48], among others, also so subscribe.

2 Actually, there does exist a third reason. Most conservative scholars/pastors know little or no
Hebrew, hence are not comfortable with the MT. As Greek is a required subject, they are much
more at ease with the LXX.

3 Wallace, A Review of the New Versions, op. cit., Addenda, 4th section, p. 32. Wallace reprints R.C.
Foster's "The Battle of the Versions".

4 Ibid., 3rd section, p. 17. Vid. supra, p. 18
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Testament the context demands that it means "virgin". The other six times "almah" occurs, it is
translated virgin in nearly all of the various versions. One cannot but wonder as to why the sudden
departure was deemed necessary on the part of the translators in the particular verse before us. The sign
given to bring hope in a desperate situation was that a virgin was going to conceive! The conception of
some arbitrarily selected "young woman" would hardly have been taken as an assuring prediction.

Moreover, all languages contain both "weak" and "strong" words. By "weak" is meant a word that has
many shades of meaning or even widely different meanings, i.e., the word "cool" in today's English. Such
words can defy etymological studies. "Strong" words, on the other hand, are words which have a very
limited narrow meaning – often they contain only one possible sense. We begin to see the manifold
wisdom of God in choosing to reveal His Word to man in two tongues. Weak words in one language, which
could lead to confusion, can be covered by strong words in the other by cross references and quotations.
Such is the case before us. The "weak" Hebrew word "almah" (although not so weak by its Biblical usage,
as already noted) is covered in the N.T. by the "strong" Greek word "parthenos" which can only be
translated "virgin". The translators of the modern versions are well aware of the incontrovertible decisive
nature of "parthenos"; hence, the translation of Isaiah 7:14 into any other word represents a deliberate
willful alteration of the Word of God.

Moreover, context is the decisive factor for determining the final connotation of any word or phrase, not
the dictionary definition or etymology. Etymology, though often helpful, is not an exact science. It should
be used for confirmation, not as the deciding factor.

Furthermore, Genesis 3:15 records the prophecy that there would be a "seed" of the woman and that
"seed" would be a man. This promised individual would come in the fullness of time and crush the
serpent's head. This prophecy can only pertain to a virgin conception (called "parthenogenesis") for
women do not have seeds; they have eggs. Only when an egg is fertilized does it become a seed. There
was going to be a "seed" with no mention of any man. This is the import of what Genesis 3:15 declares
and in so doing, it corroborates and confirms both the Isaiah passage as well as Matthew 1:23. Moreover,
the account of Mary's promised miraculous (not - immaculate) conception recorded by Luke declares the
same truth; viz., that Mary was a virgin and yet she was to conceive a son (Luk. 1:26-37, especially vs.
34). Thus we establish that the Bible believer does not need the LXX to bolster and support the certainty
that Mary was a virgin when she miraculously conceived (without intercourse) the Lord Jesus Christ.

B. TO ESTABLISH THAT THE ENTIRE O.T. WAS TRANSLATED
The second reason is even less essential. It involves establishing, on the part of those who feel that the
Septuagint is a viable and necessary link in sustaining the faith, that the entire Old Testament was
translated into Greek by the 72 scholars and not merely the Pentateuch. The rational for this is that the
radicals, in espousing their theory of "Christological development," attempted to establish that Aristeas
and Josephus had declared that only the Law (the first 5 books of Moses) had been translated into
Greek.1 This was a shrewd move on their part, for the messianic predictions in those 5 books are
relatively few and often obscure. Such a position enabled them to relegate to a later date and an
anonymous authorship the translation into Greek of all the prophetic books of the O.T. – books which
contain indisputable messianic predictions. This was done to make it seem that these prophecies
concerning Jesus were written after the fact.
At the time of Christ, Koine Greek was the lingua franca of the land of Palestine. Only the better
educated Jews were well versed in Hebrew – much as Latin was the language of the learned in Europe
and America during the past several hundred years. Most of the early Christians, Gentile or

1 Wallace, A Review of the New Versions, op. cit., Addenda, 4th section, p. 34. Wallace reprints R.C.
Foster's "The Battle of the Versions.
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Jew, read Greek and not Hebrew. The above stated move would therefore seemingly give credence to the
radical thesis that the doctrines of Jesus' divinity and messiahship "evolved" over a period of time after
His crucifixion, and that they were based upon late "unauthorized" translations that were prepared for
"special interest" sects. The radical critics proposed that these sects were being led by men who were
trying to "make" Jesus "seem" godlike and thus confer messiahship upon Him.

But attempting to counter such drivel by arguing that the term "the Law" can refer to the entire body
of Scripture and not to just the first five books (even though this is true i.e., see John 12:34 and I Cor.
14:21) is a waste of time and energy. In the first place Flavius Josephus, upon whom the radicals appeal,
affirms that the entire Old Testament had been written by the time of Artaxerxes Longimanus (465-424
B.C.), the son of Xerxes.1 Most of the early Jewish converts would have heard these messianic passages
growing up, as they surely did, in the synagogue. Secondly, the premiere Christian teacher and founder
of churches during the apostolic period was Paul. As a Pharisee and a "Hebrew of the Hebrews" (Acts
23:6; 26:5; Phil.3:5), he would have been well established in the Hebrew language. Paul could and would
have taught from the original Hebrew text. Therefore all the messianic prophesies were available to the
early churches without the need of a Greek Old Testament.

We hasten to add that nearly all scholars, especially those with a liberal bent, are of the opinion that the
writers of the New Testament did not confine themselves exclusively to either the Hebrew or the LXX
but randomly quoted from both. They assert that as many of the communities were unlearned in Hebrew,
the LXX took precedence in citations. They also insist that whenever the LXX was inaccurate or did not
give the sense, the writers of the N.T. forsook that version in order to give the genuine meaning and
import and then cited instead from the Hebrew.2 But in so stating, they shoot themselves in the foot, for
if the N.T. writers had to resort often to the Hebrew anyway, then the language barrier argument that
the Jews around Alexandria had forgotten their language and therefore needed the Scriptures translated
into Greek falls flat on its face. The fact is that the Hebrew was cited both in gentile congregations and
communities – and not infrequently. Why then should they ever have turned to the LXX since inevitably
they were going to have to appeal to the Hebrew anyway?

Lastly, as we have the infallible Word available to us today in our own language as found in the 1611
King James Bible (the logical inexorable conclusion that exercising faith in God's many promises to
preserve His Word leads one) – we can see for ourselves that Jesus is the fulfillment of the prophesies
and is indeed the predicted Messiah of Israel, the Lord and Savior of the World. Thus there is no need
for any pre-Christian LXX, in either its entirety or the Law only.

Emphasis is being placed on this issue because the inquirer is often left with the distinct impression that
the Septuagint represents a Greek rendering of an accurate Hebrew original text. Further, that
supposedly the present Hebrew Masoretic text is corrupt, hence, it should often be rejected where it does
not match the Septuagint. Yet the extant LXX in reality is nothing more than the pagan religious Greek
philosopher Origen's 5th column which Eusebius copied when he directed the preparation of the 50
"Bibles" for Constantine.

LXX "PROOF TEXTS" FOUND WANTING

As just mentioned, we are continually being "informed" by various modern scholars that the
Septuagint represents a Greek rendering of an accurate Hebrew original text, and that the present

1 Josephus, Against Apion, I, 8.

2 Horne, An Introduction to the Critical Study and Knowledge of the Holy Scriptures, op. cit., pp.
328-329. Many others declare similarly.
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Hebrew Masoretic text represents a corrupted version of the original. We are thereby enjoined to
frequently reject the current Hebrew text where it does not match the Septuagint.

Some of the principal "proof texts" that are perceived as depicting the LXX as preserving parts of the
original Old Testament which have been lost are Genesis 4:8, I Samuel 14:41 and I Kings 8:53.

The Genesis 4:8 passage reads:

And Cain talked with Abel his brother: and it came to pass, when they were in the field, that
Cain rose up against Abel his brother, and slew him. (KJB)

The verse states that Cain "talked" with Abel. The LXX adds that which Cain is supposed to have said
to him by inserting "Let us go out into the field" after the word "brother". We are "informed" by various
scholars that this is the portion of the original that was lost.

The emendation is not worthy of note. The Hebrew text supplies that they were "in the field". The
earliest authority for this spurious addition is Origen (c.240 A.D.).

I Samuel 14:41 from the Hebrew text records:

Therefore Saul said unto the LORD God of Israel, Give a perfect lot. And Saul and Jonathan
were taken: but the people escaped. (KJB)

The "supposed" correct reading as found in the LXX is:

And Saul said, O Lord God of Israel, why hast thou not answered thy servant this day? If the
iniquity be in me or in Jonathan my son, Jehovah, God of Israel, give Urim; but if thou shouldest
say that the iniquity is in thy people Israel, give Thummim. And Jonathan and Saul were taken
by lot, and the people escaped. (see NIV footnote)

The Septuagint translator took the Hebrew word "tamiym" (<y m t or Tav-mem-yod-mem meaning
"entire, without blemish, perfect, or upright") and incorrectly understood it to mean "tummiym"
("perfections") or the Thummim, a part of the High Priest's ephod which – along with the Urim – was
used to obtain directions and instructions from the LORD.1 The expression "taken by lot" indicated that
a lot had been cast.

This method of inquiring from God had nothing to do with the "ephod". The ephod was for a man to
"inquire at" (see Exo. 28:30, I Sam. 23:2,4,6,9 and II Sam. 21:1). The use of the ephod, which contained
the Urim and Thummim, often resulted in exact instructions, not merely a yes or no. Using the ephod
had nothing to do with "casting lots". Lots were stones that were cast into the lap (Pro. 1:14; 16:33) for
the purpose of obtaining a simple yes or no answer from God. The LXX translator seems to have been
ignorant of this.

The Septuagint adds a lengthy addendum to I Kings 8:53 which ends with "Behold, is it not written in
the book of the song?", attaching a bit of intrigue to the end of Solomon's prayer of dedication. What book?
Is this meant to imply that a book is missing from the canon? It would almost seem that as no reference
existed for the superfluous enlargement, the writer furnished one of his own. How absolutely
Alexandrian!

1 Keil & Delitzsch, Commentary on the Old Testament in Ten Volumes, rpt., (Grand Rapids, MI:
Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1986), Vol. II, pp. 145-146.
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Jacob's 11 sons & one daughter 12 Genesis 5:22

Reuben's sons 4 Genesis 46:9

Simeon's sons 6 Genesis 46:10

THE FALLACIOUS NATURE OF THE LXX DEMONSTRATED

What are we to conclude when we encounter footnotes such as that at Acts 7:14 informing us that the
LXX conforms in reading "75" in Genesis 46:26-27 (and at Exo.1:5) whereas the Hebrew supposedly errs
and contradicts Acts in recording "70" in the Genesis passage. The footnote continues to add that the 5
missing names in the Hebrew text are preserved in the LXX at Genesis 46:20 where Machir, the son of
Manasseh, and Machir's son Galaad (Hebrew = Gilead) are recorded along with Ephraim's two son's
Taam (Hebrew = Tahan) and Sutalaam (Hebrew = Shuthelah) and his son Edom (Hebrew = Eran). We
are further informed that as the Hebrew text contradicts the Acts account regarding the number of
Jacob's family that traveled down to Egypt during the severe famine, the Hebrew text is corrupt here
(and at Deu.10:22 as well as Exo.1:5 as they also record "70") and must be corrected by the LXX to bring
the count into agreement.

Here is a straightforward example of scholars' placing the Septuagint on a level equal to, yes – at times
even above the Hebrew text. But such recourse is totally unwarranted. All that is required is to begin
with faith in God's many promises that He would preserve His Word – forever! Then careful prudent
examination will expose that there is no real contradiction at all.

However, even a casual reflection on the ramifications involved in accepting the reading of the LXX in
the Acts 7 and Genesis 46 passages under discussion will disclose the fallacious nature of so doing. Is it
really reasonable or likely that Stephen (having been dragged in before the Sanhedrin by a mob and now
in the middle of a spirit filled address before the very men who had caused the death of his Lord – while
speaking as a Hebrew to the Hebrews) would have quoted from a GREEK manuscript of Genesis in which
five names had been added in violation of the Hebrew laws governing Scripture transmission? We trow
not! Deuteronomy 4:2, 12:32; Psalm 12:6-7 and Proverbs 30:6 all declare to neither add nor subtract from
God's Word.

Are we to suppose that Stephen is going to "convert" the Sanhedrin who have already crucified Christ
and/or possibly save his own life by quoting to them from a verse that added five names to the Scriptures
which they used in the synagogue every Sabbath? No small wonder they killed him! They would have
looked upon him as a perverter of Scripture. Such an act is not that which is recorded in the account.

They slew Stephen for confronting them with the person of the Lord Jesus – that He was Christ indeed
and, rather than receive Him as such, they had murdered Him as their fathers had done to His
predecessors, the prophets (Acts 7:51-53)! They were further enraged by Stephen's call to repentance and
his accusation that they had broken the Law. Never is there any suggestion whatever that their rage in
any way resulted from consternation over Stephen's having perverted the Scriptures.

Acts 7:14 and Genesis 46:27 are not referring to the same entity. Stephen is speaking of something else
– a different entity, a different total. Actually, three totals (66, 70, & 75) are given in the scriptures under
investigation. Genesis 46:26-27 (cp. Exo.1:5 & Deu.10:22) records two, 66 and 70.

First, verse 26 states that 66 souls came "with" Jacob to Egypt. Furthermore, these 66 are said to have
come "out of his loins". Beginning at Genesis 46:9 and going through verse 25, we find 66 males listed of
which two (Er and Onan, vs. 12) have already died leaving a total of 64 males. If we now add the two girls
from verses 15 (Dinah, a daughter) and 17 (Serah, a granddaughter), we account for the 66 souls "from
Jacob's loins" who came with him to Egypt (Gen.46:26). These facts are reflected in the following simplified
chart.
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Levi's sons 3 Genesis 46:11

Judah's 3 sons & 2 grandsons 5 Genesis 46:12

Issachar's sons 4 Genesis 46:13

Zebulun's sons 3 Genesis 46:14

Gad's sons 7 Genesis 46:16
Asher's 4 sons, 1 daughter & 2 grandsons 7 Genesis 46:17

Dan's son 1 Genesis 46:23

Naphtali's sons 4 Genesis 46:24

Benjamin's sons 10 Genesis 46:21

66 total Genesis 46:26

Next, Genesis 46:27 adds Joseph and his two sons (Manasseh & Ephraim, vs. 20), all 3 of whom were
already down in Egypt. This brings our running total to 66 + 3 = 69. As the "66" are said to have been
those who came with Jacob, he has not yet been included. Now we so do and obtain the 70 souls included
in the term, "the house of Jacob" (vs. 27). Indeed, the biblical definition for "the house of Jacob" is clearly
stated as being Jacob and "all his seed" which would include Joseph and his two sons (vs. 27, cp. vs. 6).
This total may also be obtained by merely adding the 331 of verse 15, the 16 (vs. 18), the 14 (vs. 22), and
the 7 (vs. 25). That is: 33 + 16 + 14 + 7 = 70.

Stephen is neither mistaken nor is he citing from the LXX2 when he gives the number as "75". He is
speaking of a different entity, which he calls Jacob's "kindred". The terms "house of Jacob" and "kindred",
though similar, are not synonymous. As we have shown, the "house of Jacob" numbered 70, and it
consisted of only Jacob as well as "his seed" – those who were said to have "come out of his loins".

However Jacob's "kindred" that Joseph "sent" for to come "to him" (Acts 7:14) are the 663 already cited
plus the wives4  of his sons that came down to Egypt with their father. Moreover, it is back in Genesis
46:26 where we are given the clue that these wives are the key to differentiating between the "70" and
the "75". There we read that 66 souls came with Jacob down to Egypt: "besides Jacob's sons' wives". These
daughters-in-law were not included as having to do with the "house of Jacob"

1 This "33" actually includes Jacob himself. Beginning at vs. 8, Reuben and his sons number 5, Simeon
and his sons = 7, Levi and sons = 4, Judah and his "sons" total 8, Issachar and sons = 5, and Zebulun
and his sons number 4. These sum to 33 (5 + 7 + 4 + 8 + 5 + 4 = 33), but as Er and Onan (two of Judah's
sons, vs. 12) died in Canaan, they must be subtracted. This leaves 31. We now add Jacob's daughter,
Dinah, bringing the total to 32. We have already established above that Jacob must be included in order
to obtain the 70 of verse 27; hence, we go back to verse 8 and now include him and establish the 33 of
vs. 15. Keil & Delitzsch concur: Commentary on the Old Testament in Ten Volumes, op. cit., Vol. I, p.
370.

It should be noted that as Gen.46:15 reads "daughters" (plural) the temptation is to conclude that the
33rd person must surely refer to an un-named 2nd daughter rather than Jacob. But the temptation
must be resisted as this reasonable solution immediately fails upon further analysis. As already stated
in the text of the main body, Genesis 46:9 through verse 25 lists a total of 66 males, and when we
subtract Er and Onan (vs. 12) we arrive at 64. Dinah (vs. 15) and Serah (vs. 17) bring the total back to
the 66 souls "from Jacob's loins" who came with him to Egypt (Gen.46:26; see chart above).

Obviously, then, adding another daughter at vs. 15 would yield 67 and exceed our stated limit; thus it
must be incorrect (it would also bring the final total to 71 rather than 70). Accordingly, vs. 15 is seen
as a cumulative running statement, i.e., total sons = 31, total daughters = one, and therefore we must
now include Jacob to obtain 33.
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2 Many commentaries reason that as Stephen was a Hellenistic Jew, he would naturally use the
Septuagint.

3 Obviously, neither Joseph and his sons (Gen.46:27) nor Jacob are included in Acts 7:14 (note: "to him").
4 Scripture records Jacob as having only one biological daughter (Dinah, Gen.46:15; 30:21); thus,

Genesis 46:7 which mentions his "daughters" - plural - must refer to Jacob's daughters-in-law
(cp.46:5 & 26).
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(Gen.46:26) which numbered only those "who came out of his loins", but they are part of Jacob's
"kindred"1 that Joseph sent for.

Now Jacob had 12 sons (Gen.35:22). To determine how many of their wives went down to Egypt, we
simply take the 75 "kindred", subtract the 66 who came from Jacob's loins (as they are included in the
"kindred") and obtain only nine rather than twelve. That is, 9 of the 75 "kindred" that came to Egypt with
Jacob did not come from his loins, and Gen.46:26 has alerted us to the fact that they are the son's wives.
Therefore, 3 of the 12 son's wives (12 – 9 = 3) were not numbered in the "kindred".

Of course, we must immediately exclude Joseph's wife for she was already in Egypt and thus was not
"sent" for (Acts 7:14). This accounts for one of the three. A second is found in Genesis 38:12 where we
learn that Judah's wife had died previously.2 Thus, one of the other son's must also have become a
widower. We may deduce that it was almost certainly Simeon as special attention is called to the fact that
Shaul, his youngest son, was by a Canaanitess (Gen.46:10).

The three differing totals – 66, 70, and 75 – have now all been established and explained. Yet more to the
point, the real issue is still the "5 missing names" which are "preserved" in the LXX. What of these five
names? They are man's forgery, not the words of God!

The proof is straightforward and undeniable. Joseph wed at age 30 (Gen.41:45-46). His father, Jacob, and
kindred joined him in Egypt nine years later (Gen.41:53; cp. 45:6; after the seven years of plenty and near
the end of the second year of the famine that followed). Manasseh and Ephraim were born to Joseph
during the seven years of plenty (41:50-53). Further, the context of Acts 7:14 is unmistakable – it refers
to Joseph's family that joined him in Egypt at the end of these nine years. Manasseh, the elder son, could
therefore be no more than eight years of age at that time!

Manifestly, the LXX that is today extant has been proven spurious as Manasseh and Ephraim are far too
young to be fathers when Joseph's "kindred" went down to him in Egypt – much less grandfathers!3 The
reading in the Septuagint is grossly untenable.

Thus the "5 missing names" in the Hebrew text at Genesis 46:20 (Machir, the son of Manasseh, Machir's
son Gilead, Ephraim's two son's Tahan and Shuthelah along with his son Eran) are seen to have been
interpolated by conjecture from Genesis 50:23 and Numbers 26:29, 35-36 (vv. 33, 39 and 40 in LXX). The
author of the LXX has tried to force Genesis 46:20 to conform to Acts 7:14.

1 It should not be thought that this author is the first to realize this truth. To my knowledge, Dr. William
Hales was the first [A  New Analysis of Chronology, 2nd ed., Vol. 2 of 4, (London: 1830 – 1st ed. 1809),
p. 159.]. However, he wrongly adopted the LXX's longer chronology in Genesis 5 with the stated intent
of lowering the "superstitious veneration of the Hebrew Verity or supposed immaculate purity of the
Masoretic editions of the Hebrew Text to the proper level of rational respect." He professed that his
chronology was based upon the Septuagint, rectified by the aid of Josephus. His three volume 1809-12
first edition was later extended to four. Hales largely agreed with many of the earlier erroneous
conclusions of John Jackson [Chronological Antiquities, (London: 1752); Jackson was the first English
chronologer of the "modern" school to break away from the true foundation of the Hebrew text]. Dr.
Hales wrongly set the Creation at BC 5411 (rather than around 4000) and concluded that the period
of 480 years as given in I Kings 6:1 in the Hebrew text was a forgery "foisted into the text."

2 As a passing interest, Jacob's wives (Rachel, Gen.36:19 and Leah 49:31; context etc.) are also dead.

3 Having uncritically accepted the LXX's reading of Genesis 46:20 where Machir the son of Manasseh,
Machir's son Gilead, Ephraim's two son's Tahan and Shuthelah as well as his son Eran have been
added, Dr. Hales failed to detect this fatal flaw in his beloved LXX. The reader will note from this brief
paragraph that the most modest investigation would have exposed the error of recording these five
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names here. Indeed, all commentaries, Bible encyclopaedias, biblical footnotes, seminarians, pastors,
schoolars etc., that likewise promote this flaw stand equally guilty of failing to trust God's infallible
preserved Word as found in the Hebrew Masoretic Text and are to be further blamed for not having
done their basic homework. Shame!
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The painfully obvious conclusion before us is that, by not grasping the import of the story before him –
that is, the true explanation of the 66, 70, and 75, the translator of the Septuagint tried to "correct" what
he perceived as a "scribal error" in the Hebrew text. In so doing, he created one.

THREE "PROBLEM" TEXTS IN THE BOOK OF HEBREWS1

The Epistle to the Hebrews includes three Old Testament quotations which have caused much
disagreement. The first of these is Hebrews 1:6:

And again, when he bringeth in the firstbegotten into the world, he saith, And let all the
angels  of God worship him.

The underlined portion of the verse is the section about which the "problem" revolves. This clause is
found in the uncial MS Vaticanus B (which all scholars label as an LXX MS) as an addition to
Deuteronomy 32:43. On this sole basis, the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews has repeatedly been
accused of citing as Scripture a segment of a verse not found in the Hebrew Bible. The text of the
Septuagint, however, is neither definite nor incontrovertible with regard to this verse. Manuscript
Alexandrinus A, another so-called Septuagint uncial (see p. 10), reads: "... And let all the angels of God
give them (Him) strength."

This latter reading was adopted by Alfred Rahlfs (1935), one of the most recent editors of the LXX. Rahlfs'
is widely considered to be among the best critical2 editions of the Septuagint – a standard. As the late
conservative Christian text critic Edward F. Hills (d. 1981) has correctly perceived, if the text of Codex
A is correct as Rahlfs believes, then the content of B must have been altered to agree with Hebrews 1:6,
and the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews could not be quoting it. That is, the scribe who wrote B
would obviously, in that instance, have had the Epistle to the Hebrews before him at a time after the
Hebrew Epistle was written!

Moreover, the author of Heb. 1:6 was not citing Deu. 32:43 in the first place! The passage to which he
was actually alluding was either Psalm 97:7, 103:20, 148:2, or Nehemiah 9:6c (or all four). Thus, it
becomes painfully evident that the scribe who was writing Vaticanus B – long after the Hebrew epistle
was written – simply could not find any of these cross references and added a portion of Heb. 1:6 to Deu.
32:43 in order to provide the needed citation. Actually, as Vaticanus B is merely a copy of Origen's 5th
column, it is Origen (or possibly Eusebius) who failed to find the proper cross reference(s) and stands
guilty of this modification.

Sadly, to this day nearly all versions of the Bible erroneously state in the margin that Heb. 1:6 is a
reference to Deu. 32:43 and that it has been taken from the LXX. In so doing, they assert that the Hebrew
text is wrong – that it is not the infallible Word of God but rather, it only "contains" the Word of God.
Shame!

The second O.T. quotation causing difficulty is Hebrews 10:5:

Wherefore when he cometh into the world, he saith, Sacrifice and offering thou wouldest not,
but a body hast thou prepared me:

1 Edward F. Hills, The King James Version Defended, 4th ed., (Des Moines, IO: The Christian Research
Press, 1984), pp. 84- 85. Credit for this insight rightly belongs to Dr. Hills; nevertheless, he should not
be "blamed" for the current author's (FNJ) embellishments.

2 Price, Ancestry of Our English Bible, op. cit., pp. 69-70. By a "critical" text is meant that instead of
presenting the evidence and leaving the individual to come to his own conclusion as to the correct
reading, the scholars producing the work evaluate the data and render what they deem to be the correct
text. In so doing, they produce (invent) a contrived text that does not exist in any known manuscript.
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Hebrews 10:5-7 is basically a quote of Psalm 40:6-8. The above portion is found in this form in the
majority of the LXX manuscripts that contain the verses. The Hebrew text, however, reads:

Sacrifice and offering thou didst not desire; mine ears hast thou opened: (Psa. 40:6)
instead of "but a body hast thou prepared me" (compare underlined segments). Because of this, the author
of the Book of Hebrews has been charged with using a mistranslation of the Hebrew text as a support for
the Christian doctrine of Christ's atoning death. However, such is not the only explanation for the
discrepancy. In Psalm 40 and Hebrews 10, the emphasis is not so much on the sacrifice of Christ's body
as it is on His willing obedience which made the sacrifice of His body so effectual. Because of this
emphasis, the inspired author of Hebrews was led by the Holy Spirit to inject at this point a
paraphrase/interpretation – His own commentary. The words "mine ears" infers that there is a "body"
available that can be sacrificed. Thus, the force of the verse as recorded in Hebrews 10 is "I voluntarily
submit my body". "Ears" has been reworded, without violation, to tailor fit the context.

Lest this be seen as unjustifiable, the reader is reminded that similar situations arise often in the
wording of O.T. quotes as chronicled in the New Testament. Such freedom and leeway is even found with
regard to context. For example, with no prior knowledge of the Gospels, who upon reading Hosea 11:1:

When Israel was a child, I loved him, and out of Egypt I called My son.

would ever perceive that the verse applies not only to the nation Israel, but was also a double reference
pertaining equally to the Messiah. Yet the Holy Spirit so directed Matthew to make that association in
the birth narrative of the Lord Jesus (2:15).

Moreover, it is affirmed that the clause "mine ears hast thou opened" in Psalm 40:6 is cross referenced
by Isaiah 50:4-10 (esp. note verse 5). Here, the "tongue and ear of the learned" clearly pertain to a
person, i.e. a body, and specifically that person is the Messiah (cp. vs. 6 to Mat. 26:67; 27:26, 30; John
18:22, and vs. 7 to Luk. 9:51). Further, the 9th verse of Isaiah 50, as well as Psalm 102:26, is a reference
to Heb. 1:11. This verse is obviously at the very beginning of the author's reasoning as he contends over
the person (and finished work) of Jesus as being God come in the flesh – the very Messiah – his argument
culminating as it does in Hebrews 10. This connects unequivocally all of Isaiah 50:4-10 to the prolonged
Hebrew thesis.

Lastly, we note that "opening of the ear" in Bible context is a reference to Exo. 21:6. Here the act of
opening the ear is explained as that of a voluntary act on the part of a servant. The deed is done out of
love and total dedication to one's master. The one offering his ear to be bored through with an awl so does
to indicate that his whole being (his very body!) belongs to his master forever. The opening of Christ's
ears depicting for all that He is voluntarily submitting as an obedient servant to the will of His Father
is, in light of the anticipational Exodus passage, therefore seen as the first step in the preparation of
Christ Jesus' body for His obedient once for all sacrifice.

Finally, we submit that the Hebrews 10:5 rendering is the original wording and God guided
interpretation of Psalm 40:6 with regard to its application to the central message of the Hebrew Epistle.
Additionally, that as in the first instance involving Heb. 1:6, the writer of the LXX is writing after the
fact. We submit that he had the Epistle to the Hebrews in front of him as he translated and that he
altered the original Hebrew to force Psalm 40 to match Hebrews 1:6 – not understanding the import of
that which we have heretofore proclaimed.

The third and last Old Testament quotation to present a problem is Heb. 11:21:
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By faith Jacob, when he was a dying, blessed both the sons of Joseph; and worshipped,
leaning upon the top of his staff.

This is generally thought to be a reference to Gen. 47:31, where the Hebrew text and the Septuagint
differ. The Hebrew text states that Jacob "bowed himself upon the bed's head." The LXX declares that
Jacob "bowed himself on the top of his staff." This difference is attributable to the fact that in Hebrew,
the words "bed" and "staff" are the same letters. Only the vowel points are different, thus "bed" could
easily be mistaken for "staff" and vice versa.

It is usually said that Heb. 11:2 1 follows the Septuagint reading of Gen. 47:31; however, the scribe
responsible for the corruption in the LXX failed to perceive that the context of Hebrews 11:21 was not that
of Genesis chapter 47! The context of Hebrews 11:21 is: "when he (Jacob) was a dying, blessed both
the sons of Joseph" – and that story appears in the 48th chapter of Genesis!

There Jacob sat on the edge of his bed (Gen. 48:2; compare vs. 5 and 12) as he blessed and adopted
Ephraim and Manasseh, having taken the boys between his knees for the Hebrew ritual of adoption.1 
The Holy Spirit now adds the minute detail, through the hand of the New Testament writer of the Epistle
to the Hebrews, that Jacob did so while leaning on the top of his staff.

It is almost superfluous to add, but we again do so lest the obvious be overlooked, that the scribe penning
the LXX must therefore be writing after the completion of the Book of Hebrews, not before. He is using
a copy of that Epistle as an aid in his Greek O.T. translation and has once again missed the cross
reference. In so doing, he alters the accurate ending of Genesis 47:31 from the Hebrew O.T. which he is
using and inserts the Hebrews 11:21 New Testament reading at the end of the verse to bring them into
agreement. He well may have believed that he had corrected a "corrupt" reading, but instead, he
adulterated and tainted the true rendering as faithfully preserved in the Hebrew Masoretic Text.

The words of the LORD are pure words:
as silver tried in a furnace of earth,

purified seven times.
Thou shalt keep them, O LORD,

thou shalt preserve them
from this generation for ever.

Psalm 12:6-7

1 See Genesis 48:5-6. Here Jacob tells his son Joseph that Ephraim and Manasseh are "mine" in the same
sense as Reuben and Simeon, i.e. his first two sons - any other sons that you sire will be yours. It is
unmistakably an act of adoption and its purpose was to make the first two sons of his beloved Joseph
equal to and joint heirs with his own sons. This principal anticipates and explains the New Testament
doctrine of the "adoption" of the believer as a "full son" and "joint heir" (see Romans 8: 14-17 and
Galatians 3:29-4:7).
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IV. THE LXX VERSUS GOD'S PROMISE

THE BIBLE - A "SACRED" BOOK

The precise origin and early history of the Septuagint has been found to defy verification.1 It has
remained shrouded in fable and contradiction. Despite the fact that the whole truth cannot be
established, many particulars have been gleaned and many parts of the puzzle unraveled.

The LXX was unmistakably the labor of men not possessing that almost superstitious veneration for the
letter of Scripture which characterized the Hebrews of Palestine. A Palestinian Jew would never have
dared to add, take from, or alter a single letter of the "Original" text. The translators of the LXX, in
marked contrast, are notorious for: Hellenizing and modernizing tendencies, simplifying "difficult"
passages, altering the text by deleting what they regarded as apparent "contradictions", and adapting
their version to the prevailing opinions of the age so as to commend it to the learning and the culture of
the time. Hence, we find the centenary additions to the lives of the Patriarchs in order to bring the
chronology into closer accord with the notions of antiquity that prevailed in Egypt at that time (see p. 11).
Like the modern critic, the LXX translator did not hesitate to "correct" the record and to "emend" the text
in order to make it speak what he thought it ought to say.

An irreconcilable difference existed between the translators (or translator!) of the LXX and the Hebrews
of Palestine with respect to the frame of reference that each took with regard to the "Written Word". Like
the true Church (in its broadest sense which includes the O.T. faithful), the Palestinian Jews have
historically viewed the Written Word as a "sacred" book. By sacred we mean that the text of the Book is
viewed by its adherents as being that of final authority. The status of the sacred text is fixed and absolute
– one does not add to or subtract from it. It is seen as sacred because the entire content is accepted as
having been given to the people as a deposit by the Deity.

The Alexandrian mind had a very different frame of reference toward the Scriptures. Immersed as they
were in Greek culture, they embraced the Greek attitude of an allegorical approach toward all "Holy
Writings". This melting pot of various Greek philosophies and divers religious beliefs was a "stronghold"
of paganism. When the Christians initially arrived there in the first century, this allegorical
interpretation methodology was continuing to develop and flourish, especially under Philo of Alexandria
(see p. 5) who was at the height of his influence.

As a literalist, the Palestinian Jew was always very deeply concerned over the precise wording of the text
since his interpretation and understanding were totally dependent upon it. Such was not the case with
the allegorist. Since an allegorist imposes his own views on the text anyway, he would have little or no
compunction in altering it. For such a person, precise wording is not of paramount concern.

The result was that, for the Alexandrians, the Old Testament (also the New) came to be viewed merely
as a "religious"2  book. By "religious" we mean a book which still retains a certain "traditional specialness"
but it has lost its status as sacred. This has happened because the text has been removed from its original
matrix. Its interpretations and dimensions (the canon) are no longer determined exclusively by Levitical
scribes and priests – and later, by churchmen and theologians.

1 Gooding, The New Bible Dictionary, op. cit., p. 1258 (Texts-Versions). Gooding states that the origin is
"still debated".

2 Theodore P. Letis, "Brevard Childs and the Protestant Dogmaticians: A Window to a New Paradigm",
Bulletin of the Institute for Reformation Biblical Studies", 2:1, (Fort Wayne, IN: 1991), pp. 4-8. This
distinction has been adapted from Letis’ article. As of the printing of the 3rd edition of The Septuagint:
A Critical Analysis (1994), Letis was in the final stages of completing his doctorate at the University
of Edinburgh (Scotland).
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Having been removed from its natural home and haven within the confines of the "Church", its
interpretation became subject to the critics/University/Academy rather than the God appointed overseers.
In this new matrix, the Biblical text is seen as merely a piece of world literature – nothing more.1 Two
distinctly different "Bibles" eventually emerged, yet God had given only one text – a "sacred text".

Thus in Alexandria, Egypt there occurred a transition in which the Bible ceased to maintain its status
as sacred text, deposited and lodged in the bosom of the Church. Instead, the Word of the Living God
came to be viewed as merely religious text – and just as firmly centered in the secular
Academy/University environment.2 Tragically, the same has reoccurred in the past 150 years and the
Church is almost totally unaware of the situation.

WHAT DOES GOD HIMSELF PROMISE CONCERNING THE SCRIPTURES?

Let us examine some verses in order to find what God Himself has to say concerning the Scriptures. In
those that follow, it will be noted that the LORD promises to give, protect and preserve His Word. Jesus
said:

"Heaven and earth shall pass away: but my words shall not pass away (Mark 13:31)."

God did not promise to keep the original piece of material upon which His words were given. The oath
extends only to the words, that is – to the text itself. He says His words (the text) SHALL NOT PASS
AWAY. After all, we know that God did not preserve either the "Original" Ten Commandments (Exo.
32:15-19, cp. Deu. 10:1-5) or nearly two fifths of the "Original" Book of Jeremiah (Jer. 36, that which was
given over the first 23 year period of his prophetic ministry was destroyed in Jehoiakim's fire, 36:1-2, 4,
23, 28, 32; cp. 25:1-3). Therefore, this promise demands that we still have them on planet earth. Yet, as
we shall see, there is more. We have always had God's words, and they shall continue to be accessible to
mankind.

"But the word of the Lord endureth forever (I Peter 1:25)."

This is a direct quote of Isaiah 40:8. God has said that His Word will endure forever! He did not promise
that the original piece of paper, rock, or vellum would exist forever but that He would preserve the Word
– forever.

Thus, on the basis of God's sure promises we declare and proclaim that we have in our hands the
absolutely infallible inerrant Living Word of Almighty God – that God has promised to keep His Word
as revealed through these Scriptures. But there is still more!

1 Letis, Bulletin of the Institute for Reformation Biblical Studies, op. cit., pp. 4-8. This problem continues
to plague the Church to this very moment. The Biblical narrative has thus been eclipsed in most of
today's Churches. The Living Word of God no longer rings triumphantly throughout their assemblies
and most pastors, having completed only two years of Greek, feel free to amend the text from the pulpit
at will. Biblical scholars working in concert with Bible societies and publishing companies who answer
to no ecclesiastical authority have taken the Bible away from the people. Through their endless writings
and promotions, they have rather successfully convinced many in the community of believers, pastors
included, that only they can truly appreciate and understand the Bible. They infer that they are the
only ones who can determine what it means. Does not this arrogance resemble a giant leap back to the
Catholic position from whence the Reformation sprang? Did the dauntless Reformers work, endure
persecution and die in vain?

The text is in a state of continuous flux, vacillating between the opinions of enormous egos. In this
rarefied atmosphere on the edge of Olympus, every man does that which is right in his own eyes
(Jud.2 1:25).
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2 Ibid.

"The words of the Lord are pure words: as silver tried in a furnace of earth, purified seven times.
Thou shall keep them, O Lord, thou shall preserve them from this generation forever". (Psalm
12:6, 7)

This is a promise from almighty God! Oh Christians, do we believe it? He did not just promise to give the
originals pure and free from error – He promised to preserve the text forever!

In Matthew 5:18, Jesus said not "one jot or one tittle" shall change in the Word of God. Specifically, He
was speaking of the Old Testament as the New Testament was given in Greek and the Greek language
has neither jot or tittle. We are hearing from many different quarters today that perhaps the Old
Testament (the MT) is not entirely trustworthy – that it is full of contradictions, scribal errors, etc., but
Jesus said that it was true and unerring – even to the smallest detail (see p. 34).

Was Jesus speaking of the "originals" at the time He proclaimed these truths? No, for even then they did
not have access to the originals. They had copies of copies of copies of the originals yet Jesus said "not one
jot or one tittle" had been changed. If God has only promised the "ORIGINALS" to be pure, then Jesus
erred in His assessment of the Scriptures. Should these statements of Jesus concerning the Scriptures
be inaccurate then He is not Lord, no longer all knowing, no longer all God. Therefore, the issue before
us is most grave.

In the preceding, we have scripturally demonstrated that faith in the preservation of the text is a basic
Bible doctrine. Furthermore, the context of these many promises is not that God's Word is to be preserved
in a jar somewhere in a cave or desert, lost for hundreds of years waiting to be found and restored to the
believing remnant of the Church (especially not by unbelieving text critics). The context is very clear in
Second Timothy 3:16-17 that the inspired Word was given by God as a deposit to the Body of Christ "that
the man of God may be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good works". Therefore, for God to
accomplish this stated purpose for giving us His Word – it must remain accessible throughout time for
the disciples of the Lord, Christ Jesus!

If God kept the O.T. absolutely and totally free from any corruption over the approximately 1500 year
span from Moses to Jesus as the Lord has proclaimed in the verses which we have examined, would it
be at all reasonable or logical that He would afterwards have ceased His vigil over it? We proclaim not!
Moreover, the Lord Jesus is the final authority on all such matters. His assessment is:

It is easier for heaven and earth to pass, than one tittle of the law to fail (Luke 16:17,
emphasis added).

This statement requires re-reading and serious reflection until its full import is assimilated and indelibly
imprinted upon the mind and heart. A decision is demanded by such a declaration. Such a resolution is
absolutely independent of and impervious to all so called scholarship – it is a matter of faith. Yet this
decision is not based upon "blind faith", rather it is rooted and anchored in the sure Word of the Lord
Jesus Himself. We know not what course others may take, but as for this author – the matter is forever
settled and closed. Beloved, gird up the loins of your mind. Acquit yourselves like men of God!

OVERVIEW1

The tendency of the modern mind, imbued as it is with Greek rather than with the Hebrew mind set, is
to over estimate the authority of the LXX as compared with the Hebrew Scripture. Most scholars look
upon it as a translation of a different Hebrew text from that preserved in our Hebrew Bibles. However,
the variations found in the LXX are all easily accounted for as adaptations of the original
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1 Anstey, The Romance of Bible Chronology, op. cit., pp. 15-16. Here, Anstey was most perceptive.

Hebrew to meet the views of either the Hellenized Gentiles or the Hellenized Jews of Alexandria,
drunk as they were on the stale crumbs and rancid wine of Greek Philosophy.

Another assertion which is often offered as proof that the LXX should be accepted as viable and superior
at times to the Hebrew Bible is that the order in which the books of the Old Testament of the King James
are arranged has as its basis that found in the Septuagint and not the order recorded in the Hebrew Text.
However, this is not an accurate assessment. True, there are similarities, but the order of the books in
the 1611 King James Bible does not follow the order in the Septuagint – for the copies of the Septuagint
from which the scholars quote contain the books of the Apocrypha interspersed throughout as part of the
fabric of the Old Testament.

These differences in the order of the books, the various omissions and the many additions, divulge that
the point of view has been changed. Though the framework and the main substance of the Septuagint
are the same as that of the Hebrew, the modifications are sufficient to indicate that we are reading a
translation of the same original produced in the new world of Greek culture and learning rather than the
translation of a different original produced in the old world of Hebrew culture and religion – regardless
of whether the translation was made B.C. or A.D.

The patriarchal chronology of the LXX can be explained from the Hebrew on the principle that the
translators of the LXX desired to lengthen the chronology and to graduate the length of the lives of those
who lived after the Flood so as to make the shortening of the life spans gradual and continuous, instead
of sudden and abrupt. This fit into their philosophic concept of gradual and uniform change (pre
"uniformitarianism"), which philosophy embraced the basic precepts of evolution. Once again, they were
primeval evolutionist (see p. 12). Thus the dramatic life span changes manifesting the historic results of
the sudden catastrophic transformations upon the earth and all life due to the worldwide Deluge were
altered to eliminate such positive evidence which was contrary to their religious-philosophic beliefs.

The constructor of the scheme lengthens the chronology of the Patriarchs after the Flood. He also
graduates the length of the lives of the Patriarchs throughout the entire list, both before and after the
Flood. The curious result is – with the three exceptions of Enoch, Cainan (whose life exceeds that of his
father by only 5 years) and Reu (whose age at death is the same as that of his father) – that every one
of the Patriarchs from Adam to Abraham is made to die a few years younger than his father. Could
anything be more obviously artificial? (see p. 12)

Again, the problem is that most of the early church "Fathers" who are quoted as proof with regard to this
matter are themselves unregenerate men. Their writings reveal that they were either Arian, Gnostic, or
Greek philosophers attempting to meld that discipline into Christianity (but they do not mix), or men who
equated the new birth to water baptism and/or works. These men were very religious and often of high
moral statue, but their own words condemn them as non Christian.

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

An examination of the LXX itself manifestly demonstrates that it was not executed by Jews of Palestine
but by those of Egypt. There are words and expressions which plainly denote its Alexandrian origin.1 This
alone should be sufficient proof that the narrative of Aristeas is but mere fiction. Certainly this fact,
coupled with the undeniable particular that the Septuagint contradicts the Hebrew Old Testament text,
casts a veil of doubt as to whether a Greek Septuagint was ever written before Christ.

1 The Septuagint Version of the Old Testament, with an English Translation, Zondervan, op. cit.,
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Introduction, p. ii.

With the basic manuscript evidence that has been presented throughout this entire treatise before him,
the reader should better be able to determine for himself whether there was a pre-Christian era Greek
O.T. The majority believe there was, though the late text critic Sir Frederick G. Kenyon1  candidly
confessed, "It must be admitted that Kahle makes out a very strong case." This is not to imply that Kahle
subscribed to the present author's final conclusions with regard to the Septuagint, but simply to
emphasize that concert does exist between many investigators as to the credibility of both the historicity
and timing of its origin – especially in its present form.

Nevertheless, despite the mythological nature concerning the origin and history of the LXX, one cannot
be certain that a Greek Old Testament did not exist before the time of Christ.2 What we do know is that
if it did, little if anything is known about it. If such a version were made, this author will concede – for
the interest of discussion and the exchange of points of views – that it could have been a "perfect"
translation from an inerrant Hebrew Text. But surely by now all will have perceived that this is a totally
moot point. As there are no copies extant today, we have neither knowledge of the content of its text nor
the books selected in its cannon.

To reiterate, the actual origin of the LXX is not the main concern of this analysis. Considering all the data
given in the preceding chapters from both a scientific and legal perspective, we conclude that neither side
has sufficient hard factual proof to "win its case". Ruckman's arguments (see p. 22 and p. 37) are valid
and should not be lightly dismissed, but neither can it be said that he (as spokesman for this position)
has proven that a B.C. Septuagint did not exist. Yet, in a very true sense such a statement is not
completely fair to him as it implies that for his views to be feasible he must first "prove" that there was
no such entity as a B.C. LXX.

Moreover, that which he really demonstrates is that academia's long held acceptance regarding the
Septuagint's antiquity as dating back before the time of Christ is not based upon adequate evidence

1 Kenyon, Our Bible and the Ancient Manuscripts, op. cit., p. 111. Vid. supra p. 9.

2 Terence Brown - who for some years was Secretary of the Trinitarian Bible Society of London, England
and a scholar in his own right - addressed the question as to whether there had been a pre-Christian
era Septuagint and also whether or not the Apostles actually cited Scripture from it. Taking a
Bible-honoring frame of reference (quoted from Moorman, Forever Settled, op. cit., p. 16), Brown
comments: "... if we observe the manner in which the Apostles refer to the Old Testament Scripture, we
see a striking indication of the inspiration under which they themselves wrote. When they referred to
the Septuagint, they were doing so under the supernatural guidance of the Holy Spirit, the Divine
Author of the original revelation. Their authority is therefore higher than that of a translator." This
would have been even more especially true since there is not the slightest indication that God had called
for the undertaking or in any way sanctioned the translation in question.

Brown continues: "This higher authority would be manifested in three ways. Firstly, where the LXX
translators were correct, the Apostles would quote verbally and literally from the Septuagint, and thus
remind their readers of the Scriptures with which they were already familiar in that particular form.
Secondly, where the LXX is incorrect, the Apostles amend it, and make their quotations according to
the Hebrew, translating it anew into Greek, and improving upon the defective rendering. Thirdly, when
it was the purpose of the Holy Spirit to point out more clearly in what sense the quotations from the
Old Testament Scriptures were to be understood, the Apostles were guided to restate the revealed truth
more fully or explicitly. By the hands of the Apostles, the Holy Spirit thus delivers again His own
inspired message, in order to make more clear to later generations what had been formerly declared
through the prophets in an earlier age. By giving again the old truth in new words, the Holy Ghost
infallibly imparted teaching which lay hidden in the Old, but which could only be fully understood by
a later generation if given in a different form."
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Thus, these type of examples would be seen as the Holy Spirit's own commentary with regard to these
O.T. verses. This last proclamation would also hold to be the true situation and explanation for all of
the N.T. quotes differing from the O.T. had no pre-Christian LXX existed.

Finally, Brown states: "... From this it is evident that the Holy Spirit exercises independence of all
human versions when He guides His Apostles to quote in the New Testament that which He had caused
to be written in the Old. The Lord Jesus Christ, being One in Divine power and glory with the Eternal
Father and Eternal Spirit, demonstrated the same independence, and exercised the same authority."

Compelling as much of this is, most of Brown's insights are highly unlikely to be the case as the
internal evidence etc. (as we have already shown in chapter 3) militates against the early Church's
having used the LXX.

that would hold up before the scrutiny of scientific principle or in a court of legal jurisprudence. Indeed,
he has called attention to the fact that the evidence is very questionable and circumstantial. This much
he has accomplished. Thus he does not need to prove, nor indeed at this time do we feel that he can so
demonstrate, that the LXX is of an A.D. origin – although this is his assertion. His challenge is that those
holding to the traditional position neither have nor can prove their contention with the scant evidence
at hand – and to this the author agrees. But again, though this lies hard at the root of the problem, it is
not the paramount issue.

What is abundantly clear is that if a B.C. LXX existed, it does not necessarily follow that it read anything
like the LXX preserved for us today. This is and must be seen as the real question and crux of this entire
analysis. That is, the one at our disposal would represent a very corrupted form of the original LXX.1

This is especially true if in fact the Apostles and the early church made extensive use of it as we are so
often assured, for it flagrantly contradicts the Hebrew. It is of little real consequence as to whether such
a faithful Greek translation had been available to the Apostles and the early Church, for we do not have
it for reference today. Indeed, this paper has demonstrated (as will even a casual comparison to the MT
as recorded in the Authorized King James Bible) that the extant version of the LXX is, at best, "a highly
corrupted unreliable remnant of the original thereby rendering it useless for analytical and/or
chronological studies."2 If an "original" B.C. LXX ever existed, it was most likely consummed c.B.C. 47
when the Romans set fire to the Alexandrian library.

Moreover, such was the case as far back as the time of Jerome for when he translated the LXX into Latin
he found its text so "unsatisfactory" that, upon the insistence of his friends, he set about to produce a new
Latin translation taken directly from the Hebrew Text.3

Although F.F. Bruce neither agrees with Ruckman nor would he go as far as the present author in his
deprecation of the LXX, he admits as much in stating:4

"What we commonly refer to as the LXX version ... is the more stereotyped form which they
assumed as a result of the work of ... scholars (notably Origen). Therefore, when we say that NT
writers quote from the LXX, this does not imply that we can check their quotations by reference
to a contemporary LXX norm (except, to some degree, for quotations from the Pentateuch)." [italics
added]

At best, the stories indicate that only the first five books known as the Law were translated. Yet many
of the so-called quotes as recorded in the New Testament come from other parts of the O.T. These other
books, in their present form, are so corrupt that even modern liberal scholars freely confess to their
complete insufficiency (although strangely, they continue to insist upon giving them

1 ISBE, op. cit., p. 2725. Here the ISBE acknowledges that, due to the multitudinous corruptions and
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interpolations which sometime extend to that of whole paragraphs, the "original" text has yet to be
recovered. Indeed, it is admitted that not a single verse is without an array of variant readings and
hence its "original" reading is uncertain. The ISBE is but one among many sources that could be cited
in evidence as to the facts regarding the nature of the LXX. It should be noted that the contention by
the ISBE (as well as many others) that the Pentateuch portion has "survived in a relatively pure form"
is a gross overstatement. If it is meant that it is pure in comparison to that of the rest of the LXX, I
concur, but if it is intended to imply, as the context indicates, that it is faithful when compared to the
Hebrew Masoretic Text - such is simply not a true representation of the facts and is badly misleading.
A few hours spent comparing the two will convince the reader so that he will not have to vacillate
between the opinions of differing authors.

2 Jones, A Chronology of the Old Testament: A Return to the Hebrew Text, op. cit., p. 272; also pp. 11-20.

3 ISBE, op. cit., Vol. V, p. 3060.

4 F.F. Bruce, The New International Commentary of the New Testament: The Book of the Acts, (Grand
Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1981), fn. 26, pp. 145-146. F.F. Bruce is Professor of Biblical Criticism and
Exegesis at the University of Manchester and a well known author.

serious consideration). How much more then should we expect Christ Jesus and His Holy Spirit led
Apostles to have esteemed them as such?
Furthermore, we have irrefutably demonstrated from the internal evidence of Scripture that the Lord
Jesus was citing from the Hebrew Old Testament (see p. 34) and not from the Greek. Moreover, Jesus'
testimony as to the degree of the accuracy of the preserved copies from the time of Moses to His own day
is irrefutable testimony as to God's faithfulness to sustain the Holy Writ exactly as He promised. Faith
demands that He has continued to keep these many promises to our day; hence the Hebrew text used
historically within the true Church (the body of believers throughout time, not the apostate whore of
Rome) must be and is as pure as when originally given. Thus the Church's need for any ancient Greek
translation, either pre or early A.D., is wholly without merit. Therefore, and even here – caution is
necessary, the only real value the extant Septuagint has for the Christian Church of which this author
is aware is:

!
that of possible assistance in understanding and translating the small number of Hebrew words

in the Old Testament whose meaning has become obscured since Bible days, and

!
as it represents an ancient Greek translation (at least 2nd - 4th cent. A.D.), it does offer an old Greek

equivalent of many Hebrew words and thus it may be consulted for possible assistance in New
Testament-Old Testament vocabulary connections and word studies.

At this point the reader should, in all fairness, be apprised of the fact that very nearly all references in
the literature which allude to the Septuagint actually pertain to only two manuscripts, Vaticanus B and
Sinaiticus a. This is especially true of Codex Vaticanus B.1 Dr. Ira M. Price, who is certainly no ally to
the position and findings of this author (FNJ), nevertheless clearly discloses (as does Swete and Kenyon)
that the text of all the "standard" LXX editions over the past 400 years – the 1587 Sixtus,
Holmes-Parsons, von Tischendorf (Swete, p. 187), Swete, the Brooke-McLean great Cambridge edition,
Rahlfs 1935 edition – has rested mainly on Vaticanus B along with Aleph (= "S" or a) and Alexandrinus
A.2 This little known reality is generally concealed from the student. When he consults any standard LXX
reference on a reading, he finds many various sources cited throughout the work. As a result, he is left
with the impression that the LXX before him is a fully representative text of all these many ancient
sources. But this is grossly misleading as all those citations merely represent the few thousand variant
"corrections" that have been consulted and/or added to the main text; yet the central text is almost
exclusively that of B and a.

Hence a false impression has been created, and the student is left deceived as though the extant LXX
prepared for general use is something other than it is. Indeed, what real significance can rightly be
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attached to these few thousand references when one weighs them against the vast bulk of the c.430,000
words (Apocrypha excluded) contained in the Greek Old Testament? These two uncial MSS3 also contain
Bel and the Dragon, Tobit, Judith etc. Thus, it must be recognized that the Septuagint which we actually
utilize in practical outworking, the LXX which is cited almost 90

1 Price, Ancestry of Our English Bible, op. cit., pp. 69-70; Horne, An Introduction to the Critical Study
and Knowledge of the Holy Scriptures, op. cit., fn. 1 on p. 282 and fn. 3 on p. 288; Swete, An Introduction
to the Old Testament in Greek, op. cit., pp. 181-190; Kenyon, Our Bible and the Ancient Manuscripts,
op. cit., p. 121. Codex Alexandrinus A is also an LXX MS and is a major source for variant reading
considerations; see Price, p. 70 and Horne's fn. 1 on p. 289, fn. 3 on p. 299, & fn. 2 on p. 301.

2 Kenyon, Our Bible and the Ancient Manuscripts, op. cit., p. 121: "The text of the current editions of the
Septuagint are mainly derived from this (i.e., Vaticanus B - FNJ) manuscript".

3 These MSS (B and Aleph) are probably two of the 50 copies of the Bible (or at least first generation
copies of these 50) which Constantine commissioned Eusebius to prepare and place in the major
churches throughout the empire. See Frederick Nolan, An Inquiry into the Integrity of the Greek Vulgate
or Received Text of the New Testament, (London, Eng: F.C. and J. Rivington Pub., 1815), pp. 25-42, 94,
99; Price, Ancestry of Our English Bible, op. cit., p. 79. Vid. supra the Apocrypha, fn. 3 on p. 23.

percent of the time, is actually the LXX that was written more than 250 years after the completion of the
New Testament canon – and by a "Catholicized Jehovah's Witness" at that!

Indeed, Vaticanus B and Sinaiticus a are the same two manuscripts which modern textual critics

primarily rely upon in New Testament criticism – yet they are among the most corrupt MSS extant! No
small wonder modern translations, based as they are upon these MSS, read so differently from the King
James Bible.1 According to a 500 page study by Herman C. Hoskier which detailed and discussed the
errors in Codex B and another 400 on the idiosyncrasies of Codex Aleph, Sinaiticus a and Vaticanus B

were found to differ from each other in the Gospels alone about 3,036 times – not including minor errors
such as spelling or synonym departures.2 Their agreements are even fewer – yet these two manuscripts
are said by critics to be "the best and most reliable".

Under the influence of B.F. Westcott and F.J.A. Hort, the 1881 Revision Committee made between eight
and nine changes every five verses and in about every ten verses, three of those changes were made for
"critical purposes".3 In so doing, their justification was almost exclusively the authority of only two
manuscripts, Vaticanus B and Sinaiticus a (Aleph). The testimony of Vaticanus B alone is responsible

for nine-tenths of the most striking innovations in the Revised Version4 – and as nearly all of the newer
translations except the New King James Version are based upon the same radically different Greek text,
they display like novelties.

We are constantly being told that Vaticanus B and Sinaiticus a are the oldest extant Greek manuscripts,

hence the most reliable and best; that they are in fact the Bible. Yet the new Greek text which has
replaced the Textus Receptus in the minds of the vast majority of the scholars represents the private
enterprise of but two men, two very religious albeit unregenerate men, Westcott and Hort. These men
based their "Bible" almost completely on Origen's fifth column for their Old Testament and on his edited
New Testament. Their New Testament readings are almost exclusively derived from only five
manuscripts, principally from only one – Vaticanus B. Moreover, it must be seen that the testimony of
these two corrupted manuscripts are almost solely responsible for the errors being foisted upon the Holy
Scriptures in both Testaments by modern critics!

"B" supplies almost 90 percent of the text for all the Greek N.T.'s since 1881; these in turn have served
as the base upon which nearly all the new translations since 1611 have been made. In other words, they
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have used one manuscript to the exclusion of nearly all others! Seven percent is from Sinaiticus Aleph,
almost three percent from Alexandrinus A, a portion from Uncial D (which is extremely corrupt), and the
small remainder from Codex L and a few other manuscripts. For the most part, this is as close as the
destructive critics have thus far come to "recovering" the original text of the New Testament. Hence, the
Scriptures are seen as being in somewhat of a state of

1 Floyd Nolen Jones, Which Version is The Bible, 16th ed. rev. & enl., (The Woodlands, TX: KingsWord
Press, 1998), pp. 95- 96. This and the following 3 paragraphs are taken nearly verbatim from this
reference. For more on the above along with the state of the modern versions and the deleterious effect
on the text of the New Testament that has been imposed on it by "lower" criticism, the reader is directed
to this reference and to: Edward F. Hills, The King James Version Defended, op. cit., and Believing Bible
Study, (Des Moines, IO: Christian Research Press, 1977), Wilbur N. Pickering, The Identity of the New
Testament Text, (Nashville: Thomas Nelson Pub., 1977), John William Burgon, The Revision Revised,
(London: John Murray, 1883), D.O. Fuller, Which Version, (Grand Rapids, MI: International Pub.,
1970), Jasper James Ray, God Wrote Only One Bible, (Junction City, OR: Eye Opener Pub., 1980), Jakob
Van Bruggen, The Ancient Text of the New Testament. (Winnipeg, Canada: Premier Printing Ltd., 1976)
and The Future of the Bible (Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson Pub., 1978), Hoskier's work cited in the fn.
below, and any of the numerous works by Dr. D.A. Waite who has been cited throughout this
publication.

2 Herman C. Hoskier, Codex B and its Allies, A Study and an Indictment, 2 Vols. (London: Bernard
Quaritch, Ltd., 1914), Vol. II, p. 1.

3 Charles John Ellicott, Submission of Revised Version to Convocation, (n.p., 1881), p. 27. Bishop
Ellicott chaired the 1881 Revision Committee.

4 Frederick Charles Cook, The Revised Version of the First Three Gospels, (London: Murray, 1882),
pp. 227, 231.

"evolution" by those who reject the fact of God's having preserved His Word for its constant
availability and use by the body of believers as He indicated He would do.

All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for
correction, for instruction in righteousness: 17 That the man of God may be perfect, throughly
furnished unto all good works. (II Timothy 3:16-17, KJB)

Remember, the Septuagint manuscripts exhibit considerable significant differences among themselves
and disagree with the Hebrew Masoretic Text in many places. Both cannot be correct. As the Hebrew
Masoretic text is the inerrant, infallible Word of God, the Septuagint should be seen as spurious and
rejected. We cannot even be certain that the LXX which we have extant today (written c.350 A.D.) is a
faithful reproduction of the c.260 B.C. original – if such a translation ever existed. To the contrary, we
have seen that the proponents of the LXX freely admit that it is full of interpolations, corruptions, and
that the original readings are "yet to be recovered" (see footnote 1 on page 52).

Again, the "Greek Old Testament" or LXX that is being offered to the Church today is, for the most part,
the thoroughly debased and contaminated Vaticanus B along with Sinaiticus a. Yet these two Codices
are copies of Origen's 5th column (or copies of copies) which Eusebius prepared for the pagan Emperor
Constantine.1 Traveling under the cloak and camouflage of the label "Septuagint", these two manuscripts
have been set before unsuspecting conservative scholars, many of whom are aware of their corrupting
influence on the New Testament text but have not recognized the MSS in this disguised presentation.
Having been thus put off their guard by this duplicity, these evangelicals (along with many trusting
pastors and laymen) have unknowingly accepted them in this masked form and do not realize that the
Holy Text of the Old Testament is thereby being compromised. O' Joshua and princes of the people, the
Gibeonites have again disguised themselves and deceived us for we have "asked not counsel at the mouth
of the LORD" concerning the matter (Josh. 9).
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Thus the simple truth emerges that the Septuagint in use today is nothing more than the private
enterprise, the private interpretation, of one man – and that man was an unregenerate religious pagan
Greek philosopher! But the Holy Scriptures are not subject to private interpretation:

Knowing this first, that no prophecy of the Scripture is of any private interpretation
(II Peter 1:20).

Moreover, Origen – regardless of his brilliance – was simply not qualified, not fit to the task of Bible
translating or Biblical textual criticism. Nor is any other unreborn scholar so equipped. The Bible, and
all matters relating to it, is the domain of the people of the God revealed in Scripture; it is solely the
Church's property as are all duties pertaining thereunto. Again, we remind our readers of the basic fact
that the divine oracles of the Old Testament were given to the Jews – and the Jews only – to both write
and preserve (Rom.3:1-3), never to the Greeks.2 It is therefore the Hebrew writing that is the inspired,
true, and infallible Word of the Living God.

1 Constantine died the high priest of Baal, the sun god and god of storm, as well as the "head" of the
church. See Alexander Hislop, The Two Babylons, (Neptune, NJ: Loizeaux Brothers, Inc., 1916).
Numerous other writers also so attest.

2 Contrary to nearly all modern scholarship, Luke was not a Gentile. The Romans 3:1-2 citation is in
itself absolutely conclusive and serves to correct any and all who instruct otherwise, viz.: "What
advantage then hath the Jew? ... Much every way: chiefly, because that unto them were committed the
oracles of God." Luke penned more text than any other NT writer - more than either Paul or John. Were
Luke indeed non-Jewish, the Lord not only failed to honor His testimony in Romans 3, He also
entrusted more of the NT revelation into the hands of a Gentile than those of His "chosen people".

The contrary evidence foremost in the mind of the scholars, is gleaned from the 4th chapter of
Colossians. Here, Paul closes his letter by listing the various people that are with him as he writes
(Col.4:7-13) as well as the names of several of those to whom the letter is addressed (Col.4:15-17).
Among those whom Paul lists as being at his side, some are said to be "of the circumcision" (i.e., Jewish,
vs. 11). It is generally acknowledged from the syntax and context etc. (and probably correctly so) that
they are the 3 mentioned immediately before the "circumcision" reference in verse 11: Aristarchus,

Historical accounts are rife with testimony as to the spiritual condition that existed in Alexandria. For
several hundred years before and during the first Advent of the Lord Jesus, numerous pagan religious
philosophic cults flourished there. During the first century A.D., a "Christian" cult sprang up at
Alexandria. By 200 A.D. the condition had degenerated to the extent that the Alexandrian

Marcus, and Jesus called Justus. As Paul mentions Luke (vs. 14) after the "circumcision" allusion (vs.
11), it is deduced that he must not be Jewish. However, this argument has little force. A careful reading
of the Colossian passages discloses that verses 7-8 are introducing Tychicus, the letter bearer, to the
Church. They also give commendation and new status to his travel companion, Onesimus, whom they
have known in the past as a runaway slave who seems to have stolen from Philemon, a wealthy member
of their congregation (Philemon 10-2 1). Clearly then from the context, Aristarchus, Marcus, and Justus
are grouped and introduced next - not because they are Jews, but rather because they are the only three
with Paul (other than Tychicus whom they now behold) who the church at Colosse does not already
know. Their nationality is thereby not given for the purpose of ethnic grouping, but for the purpose of
identification and information concerning the three. The proof of this is straightforward for as we read
verses 12-14 it becomes abundantly clear that the Colossians already know Epaphras, Luke, and
Demas. This is what they have in common and is the reason for the positioning of their names. Thus,
Tychicus and Onesimus are listed together because they are the bearers of Paul's letter to the church;
Aristarchus, Marcus, and Justus are grouped together because they are not known by those of Colosse;
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Epaphras, Luke, and Demas are so placed because, being already known by that local church, they need
no introduction. This is the obvious correct and true reason for the arrangement of the names in the
fourth chapter of Colossians. Hence, we see there are reasons other than that of merely racial or
national background involved as to why Luke was not included among those of the "circumcision". From
this it may be seen how imprudent is it to erect a tenet on such trivial, flimsy evidence. Yet this is the
strongest offered by those who would have us accept that Luke was indeed a Gentile - and that against
the clear testimony of Romans 3!

The lame argument that "Luke" (or Lucas, Philemon 24) is a Gentile name and not Jewish is of no force.
Not only is it common practice today in countries throughout the world to give children non-ethnic
names and even the name of famous people from any place or any time frame (i.e., Blacks naming sons
"Washington" or "Roosevelt" and Hispanics naming sons "Jesus") - the Scriptures furnish similar
examples. "Alexander" is manifestly a Greek or Macedonian name, yet Acts 19:33-34 mentions an
"Alexander" and states that he is a Jew! "Apollos" is unmistakably a Greek designation but Acts 18:24
records that he is Jewish. Moreover, Aristarchus, Marcus, and Justus - the very names given in
Colossians 4 and said to be "of the circumcision" - are all Gentile designations! Throughout his ministry
among the Gentiles, Paul used his Roman name rather than his Hebrew (i.e., Saul) as did Peter
(Hebrew name = Simon) In fact, most Jews who lived in the Diaspora used two names: the Jewish was
used in the synagogue, and the Gentile in business dealings. Thus, "Luke" could well have been the
public or professional (as a Doctor) name of a Jew who lived among the Gentiles. More examples could
be furnished but what need, the mouth of two or more witnesses has spoken - the matter is
incontestable and closed. Their third proof is similar; namely, that Luke's profession as a physician is
evidence that he was non-Jewish. Yet on several occasions Christ referred to physicians; hence the
practice existed in Israel at that time (Luk.4:23; Mat.9:12). Thus we have seen that the arguments used
to support the opinion that Luke was a Gentile are neither compelling nor well founded.

To the contrary, Romans 3:1-2 straightforwardly states that the chief advantage of being a Jew was that
they were the God chosen national vehicle through which He gave revelation to the human race.
Therefore the burden of proof is on those who claim that Luke was somehow an exception to this
Biblical decree. Yet we have already seen that the evidence from the names listed in Colossians etc. is
far too vague, inconsequential, and inconclusive for us to accept as justification to override the Romans
testimony. Moreover the Romans 3:1-2 statement is so clear and unambiguous, a later written Scripture
of equal or superior clarity must be found and offered to overwhelm its witness. But the Holy Writ has
never indicated that God ever changed His established rule of using only the Hebrews to record His
revelation.

Furthermore, Luke was with Paul on his last trip to Jerusalem and seems to have been an eyewitness
to Paul's arrest at the Temple as recorded in Acts 21. The crowd was aroused by Jews from Asia who
charged, among other things, that Paul had brought Gentiles into the Temple area. Luke records that
Paul had not so done, but as these Asian Jews had earlier seen Paul in the city with Trophimus the
Ephesian, they had assumed Paul had brought that outsider into the Temple grounds with him. The
false accusation aroused the populace into a frenzy which resulted in Paul's arrest at the Temple Mount
by several hundred Roman soldiers under the command of Claudius Lysias (21:32, cp. 23:26). The point
is that when the Jews accused Paul of polluting the Temple by bringing Gentiles therein, why did they
only allude to Trophimus? Why did they not include Luke who was also with Paul in the streets of
Jerusalem (21:15-18, e.g., "we", "us")? The fact that Luke was not mentioned in the accusation is a most
convincing indication that he was not a Gentile. Indeed, after joining the second missionary journey at
Troas (Acts 16:10, the change here of the personal pronoun "they" in vv. 6-8 to "we" indicates that Luke,
the narrator, had joined Paul's company), Luke accompanied Paul on several trips back to Jerusalem
at which time they reported on their travels to the apostolic church (here and Acts 18:21), yet the issue
was never raised over his being a Gentile. It is therefore concluded Luke was not named in the
accusation when Paul was arrested because it was well known that he was a Hebrew, and this should
be acknowledged as confirming evidence to our thesis.

As stated initially, it must be concluded that Luke was a Hebrew. The notion that he was a Gentile is
based on little more than tradition. The Biblical account strongly evinces his Jewishness, and we must
always hold to the Scriptures over tradition when the two conflict. The infallible Word of God is the
source and fountain for all real wisdom and scholarship.
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"Christians" were teaching Mary was the second person of the Trinity.1 It was in this hotbed of heretical
doctrine and heathen philosophies that Origen Adamantius drew his first milk and grew. The black
doctrines and mysteries first nurtured and shaped him. As his powers and influence broadened, he
contributed his own additions and greatly influenced and molded them.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The simple hard reality before us is that there has not been found any pre-Christian Greek Old
Testament; there is no undisputed extant LXX known to exist today that was written prior to Christ. We
confess it does seem incongruous that such an entity is so widely proclaimed to have existed and
supposedly been in wide circulation around Alexandria and later among the early Christians, yet not one
trace survives – not even in the dry preserving sands of Egypt.

The devastating and unanswerable question for the supporters of today's LXX is: if the Savior, the
apostles, and the early church used the Septuagint for their Bible, why would the true believers have ever
left it and why did they return to the Hebrew text? The answer is obvious, they would never have done
so. Furthermore, why are not the early translations simply rife with readings from the LXX, moreover
nearly word for word the same? Since these early works are not so constructed, it follows that if the
translators of these early versions did use a Greek Old Testament, it was certainly not from one
containing the many perverted readings which we have preserved for us today.

It is deplorable enough that a witness so corrupt, depraved, and morally impaired as the LXX has been
allowed by text critics and other scholars a place in the witness box as to the true text of the Old
Testament – and, at times, to that of the New Testament. It is far worse and less excusable that room has
been made for it on the bench.

The clear truth that emerges is that the man Origen Adamantius and the 5th column of his Hexapla
along with his "edited" New Testament is the "Hex" and principal human source of Bible corruption that
has come to plague the Church.2 This is especially true since the development of text criticism techniques
which gained full sway with the advent of the 1881 revision of the Authorized Bible (King James) under
the leadership of Messrs. B.F. Westcott and F.J.A. Hort.3

Since that period, confusion and turmoil over the true text of God's Word has cast an immense black
cloud, overshadowing faith within the entire Christian community. A new Goliath of Gath roars across
the valley of Elah this day, indeed causing the most valiant warrior to lose heart. But this uncircumcised
Philistine of false intimidating scholarship and doubt is no authentic champion. A mere youth armed only
with a sling and five smooth stones – symbols of faith in a higher source of deliverance, can vanquish this
giant who dares defy the Word of the Living God. Is there no David among us this day? Who will go for
us? Who will stand in the Gap? Who will say, Here am I LORD; send me?

Truly the need of the Church, yes – of the world – is even greater than the resolving of this problem.
After all, David is dead and with God – but his "Son" lives! Even so, come quickly, Lord Jesus!

1 Quarterly Journal of Prophecy, (July, 1852): p. 329.

2 Of course, Satan is the ultimate source of all perversion of God's Word. See Genesis 3:1-5. Again, it
must be admitted that Eusebius may have also altered or "corrected" Origen's 5th column as Nolan (and
others) believed: An Inquiry into the Integrity of the Greek Vulgate or Received Text of the New
Testament, op. cit., p. 26; cp. fn. 3 on page 53.

3 Jones, Which Version is The Bible?, op. cit., pp. 36-39, 75-111.
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The Septuagint (LXX) is a very old translation of the Hebrew Scriptures (our Old Testament) into
Hellenistic Greek. This statement alone is almost the only hard fact concerning this translation that is truly
verifiable. The vast majority of modern academia does not consider the "Hebrew" Bible and the Old Testament
portion of our "Holy" Bible to be one and the same entity. Indeed, many laymen as well as numerous pastors may
be surprised to "learn" that, according to these same academicians, the original text of God’s Word has been lost
and is in need of "recovery".

Modern scholarship upholds that there are three families of Old Testament manuscripts. Most believe that
all three must be compared in order to arrive at the original text. The three are the Hebrew Masoretic Text, the
Samaritan Pentateuch, and the Septuagint. Because the LXX is supposedly 1100 plus years older and as it reads
very different from the oldest extant Hebrew manuscripts, text critics presume that the LXX was translated from
an older more reliable Hebrew text. Believing the LXX contains readings that have been lost or corrupted in the
Hebrew Scriptures, these critics hold that the Septuagint may be used in determined places to "correct and
restore" these adulterated readings. This illustrates the important position which the LXX has attained in Old
Testament textual critical circles. Indeed, one constantly reads in the relevant literature that it was "the" Bible
of the early Christians. But – we wonder – is such veneration of the Septuagint by academia justified. Does the
New Testament actually quote from the LXX? This fresh critical analysis examines the above with surprising
results.




